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ACT I





ACT I

Scene

This is the parlour
—

hy many called the drawing-room
—

of one of those new and often quite attractively built

detached villa cottages for those who can afford to live out

of Suburbia. Its rent would be about forty-five pounds a

year, and it often stands in so much as a quarter of an

acre of garden. It has the advantage of being quiet, of

standing on the fringe of beautiful country, and it is

inexpensive to run. In the case of the Stennings a woman
comes in occasionally. There is no servant.

There is a pretty chintz paper on the walls. The curtains

are of chintz. The arm-chairs are wicker. The settee

appears to be worn in the corners from long use. The

springs have settled down. The cover is not dirty, but is

by no means new. Some of the flower-vases in which there

are daffodils are old Devonshire cream-jugs, and on the

piano stands a white marmalade-jar fi'll of primroses.

The table is of plain deal with a cotton table cover showing
taste in the choice of its design. In the centre of it is an

empty pudding-basin.

The few pictures on the walls are two photogravure

reproductions
—one large one of the Beethoven Sonata—

another of the picture of the death of Mozart. One or two

portrait reproductions of great composers complete the

pictorial decoration. The frames are all of them cheap but

not offensive.

The carpet is a well-worn Brussels of no violent pattern.

There is a painted white over-mantel over the modern
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fireplace. The artificial lighting is supplied by in-

candescent wall-brackets of cheap design each side of the

fireplace.

The whole effect of the room, with its upright piano, is

that of one belonging to people of taste and refinement,

finding it difficult in a competitive world to make the

two ends of life meet with a complete sense of beauty.

[Just before the curtain rises there are sounds of a

piano being played
—a few bars of a well-

known classical piece, which, as the rise of
the curtain reveals Mr. Bollon, resolves

itself into the monotonous octave-striking and

scale-running of the piano- tuner.

[Mr. Bollon continues uninterruptedly with his

tuning, never looking round at the woman

help.

[Mrs. Fry enters from door S.L. She is the

respectable type ofwoman who keeps the homes

oj others tidy by force of habit in her own.

{Taking no notice o/Mr. Bollon, she enters with

clean covers for the settee and the wicker arm-

chairs. Taking the old ones off, she puts
the new ones on, not stopping to look at

the effect of them, but hurrying out of the

room again without any waste of time.

Mr. Bollon continues.

[Exit Mrs. Fry,

[She has scarcely closed the door, when the door

down S. into the garden opens and Mrs.
Stenning enters with her hands full of

primroses, which she arranges in the pudding-
basin on the table, regards the effect of them,
and then, with a glance of suffering at Mr.
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BoLLON, a feminine touch to the clean

covers, exits by door R.

[Exit Mrs. Stenning.

[Mr. Bollon is approaching the top notes on the

piano. Always a sign of hope with piano-
tuners.

[A moment later the garden door opens once more
and Stenning enters with a pot of oak stain-

ing and a brush wrapped in a brown paper
parcel. Throwing his hat on to the settee,

he at once takes the pot and the brush out of
the parcel, and throwing back the cover on

the table, he begins to stain the table-legs,

sitting on the floor for the operation.

[Mrs. Stenning returns through door S.L. with

tea-things on a tray, and, depositing them on

the table, she stands a moment in silence

watching him. Mr. Bollon continues his

timing.

MRS. s.

It'U smeU.

MR. S.

Not much. {Smelling the pot.) Clean smell, anyhow.

MRS. s.

Do you think it'll look like oak ?

MR. s.

Well, there probably aren't oak tables like it, but
there might be.
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[He turns to Bollon, who is trying the last run

of scales for his final satisfaction.

Any chance you'll ever be finished, Mr. Bollon ?

BOLLON

Does it get on your nerves, sir ?

STENNING

Would it surprise you to know that it did ?

BOLLON

Oh, I know it does with some people
—like knife-

grinding. Now, it's a funny thing, but I could stand

listening to a knife-grinder without anything happening
to my teeth.

MR. s.

{With a side glance and a wink at his wife.) Just
see if the pitch is all right, old thing.

[Mrs. Stenning crosses to the piano and sits

down, playing some phrases of a song and

singing herself, sotto voce.

[Having finished one leg of the table, Stenning
stands up to regard the effect of it, pulling
the table cover over to conceal the part he

has not stained. He seems satisfied, then

looks round, listeniitg to the piano.

MR. s.

Not a bad piano, is it, Mr. Bollon ?

BOLLON

No, sir, it's not a bad one.
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STENNING

Nothing happens to your teeth when you hear it ?

BOLLON

No, sir. It isn't an instrument I'd buy, but I wouldn't

seU it if I'd got nothing else.

MRS. S.

{Standing up as Bollon prepares to put back the front.)
I think it's all right. Ordinary concert pitch, isn't it,

Mr. Bollon ? {Crosses a little to C.)

BOLLON

{Restoring the piano to its normal appearance.) Concert

pitch, madam, is a term used by tenors, sopranos, and
in all schools for young ladies. I've tuned that piano
so as it will be comfortable for you to sing Mr. Stenning's

songs without having to—what you might say 'old on
to 'is chair.

STENNING

Mr. Bollon, you're an artist.

BOLLON

We all have our vocations, sir.

MR. s.

{Taking Mrs. S. by the arm and showing her the table

leg.) Looks better, doesn't it ? {Bringing her down to

R. of table.)

MRS. S.

{Holding his arm affectionately.) Peter, you're splendid.
You're full of ideas.
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MR. S.

Not very lucrative ones. Not yet. {He lifts up the

table cover again, and seating himself on the floor, goes
on with his work R. of table.)

MRS. S.

Well, I can't waste time like this. I've got to change.

{As she turns to go she puts her hands on her husband's

shoulders, drawing his attention to the bowl of primroses.)
Like them ?

MR. s.

{Raising himself in a ridiculous attitude, so that his

head just reaches over the table. He looks at Mrs.
Stenning gratefully, and just squeezes her hand.) Bless

you !

MRS. s.

{Turning at door S.L.) What's the time now ?

MR. S.

{Looking at his watch, with the brush held out in the

other hand.) Five to four—there's more than half an

hour yet.

MRS. S.

Freddy's coming at four, you know. {She opens the

door.)

MR. s.

Yes. I told him not a minute later. {He discovers

he has dropped some staining on the floor.) Damn !

Oh, damn ! Oh, damn !
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MRS. S.

{Looking back.) What is it ?

MR. s.

Drops off this brush on to the carpet.

MRS. S.

I'll send Mrs. Fry with a rag and some turpentine.
You ought to have a paper underneath.

[Exit Mrs. Stenning.

[Mr. Bollen is now ready to depart. He puts
on his coat and takes his hat and bag in his

hand.

BOLLON

Heard one of your songs at a concert the other day,
Mr. Stenning

—sir.

MR. s.

{Looking up with uncontrollable pleasure) Did you ?

{Thinking it better to take it as a matter of course.) Oh,
did you ? Which was that ?

BOLLON

Well—I don't remember the name of it. Somethin'

about flowers and love, it was.

MR. s.

{As he paints
—

singing the first line sotto voce)
"

I

never knew the world could hold so many flowers and

you."
B
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BOLLON

That's it—that's it. Pretty httle thing I thought it.

Pity you haven't got a voice, sir.

MR. s.

{Still painting.) How did it go ?

BOLLON

Well, the music was a bit above their heads if you
were to ask me.

MR. s.

{Hiding his disappointment.) Oh—where was the

concert ?

BOLLON

Just a charity affair, you know—down at Walham
Green.

MR. s.

{Satisfied that it was as well it was above their heads.)

Oh, yes. Well, thanks very much, Mr. Bollon. It

was very good of you to come down specially, like this.

It was rather important the piano should be tuned, or

I wouldn't have worried you.

BOLLON

{Fumbling in his pockets and producing an envelope.)
There's just our little account, sir, for the last three

times.

MR. s.

{Turning and taking it from him.) Right. Thanks.

Well, rU see to that.
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BOLLON

{Awkwardly.) The guv'nor asked me to ^Qt it settled

when I came down to-day, sir.

MR. s.

{Evidently inconvenienced) Oh ! {He looks at the

bill.) One seventeen six. That includes fares, I

suppose ?

BOLLON
Yes, sir.

MR. s.

{Feeling in his pocket.) Oh, well

[Enter Mrs. Fry S.L. with a paper, a rag, and a
saucer of turpentine.

{Welcoming the interruption.) There's the place, Mrs.

Fry. You'll have to rub hard. It dries so quickly.
{Feeling in his other pocket.) Oh, well

\He is just about to say it is rather inconvenient
when the door from the garden opens and
Freddy Parmeter enters.

[He is a young man of about twenty-eight,
dressed in the black coat and striped trousers

of the young men who have things to do in
the City. His atmosphere is breezy and

jovial.

Hullo
; old man ! I say

—what do you think of this ?

{He indicates his transformation of the table, then turns to

BoLLON.) I'll settle this by post to-night, Mr. Bollon.
It's all right ; you needn't worry yourself.
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BOLLON

{Still hesitating!.) Well, sir

PARMETER

Why, what is it ? How much ?

MR. s.

It's all right, Freddy—it's only a little piano-tuning
account.

[Mrs. Fry spreads out the newspaper under the

table and exits.

If my songs were being published by Garrett's, Mr.

Bollon, you wouldn't dream of pressing your account.

BOLLON

(Impressed.) D'you mean Messrs. Garrett's are

going to publish your songs, sir ?

MR. s.

Well, Mr. Moody of Garrett's is coming down to hear

a song of mine, coming down specially
—here—this after-

noon—in half an hour. I can't waste time tearing

upstairs to give you one pound seventeen and six. I'll

send it by post.

BOLLON

{Impressed and retiring to door S.L.) I didn't mean
to trouble you, sir—it was just the guv'nor said

MR. s.

All right
—all right. {He goes on painting.)
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BOLLON

Good afternoon, sir !

MR. s.

Good afternoon !

[Exit BOLLON.

{Jumping to his feet as the door closes, laughing and

smacking Freddy on the shoulder.) Oh, we get through
life somehow or other—oak staining on our deal table-

legs
—clean covers on our wicker chairs—primroses for

nothing but the picking in oiu" old marmalade jars.

There isn't ten bob in the house. {He seizes his brush

again and goes on painting.)

PARMETER

Isn't it true about Moody, then ? Isn't he coming
down ?

MR. S.

{Seriously.) Yes, that's all right ; he's coming.

PARMETER

Impressed the piano- timer, didn't it ?

MR. s.

Well, what do you think ? Moody in the musical

world is like a fairy with a wand, a fat fairy. If he
takes and runs you, you're made. Garrett's is the

biggest music publishing house there is. Moody's the

head of the firm. If he likes my song this afternoon,
I don't need to look like oak, I shall be oak. {Standing

up again after finishing the last leg
—

looking at it, then at

PARMETER.) Does it look like oak ?
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PARMETER

Looks practically Jacobean.

[Mr. Stenning ptills the table cover over the

legs he has not painted.

Oh, absolutely Jacobean, Do you think it's going to

impress Moody ?

MR. s.

No, he won't notice it—that's all. Plain deal, he
would. He's one of those men to whom a shabby coat

means an empty pocket and an empty pocket means

incapacity. If I'd got a better suit than this I'd wear
it. Phil's changing her dress now.

PARMETER

She's going to sing for you ?

MR, s.

Rather—damn sight better than my playing it to

him in his office, and trying to croak it over myself.
He's been having lunch with some people over at

Beaconsfield. I persuaded him just to look in and hear

it. {He picks up the newspaper and folds it up.)

PARMETER

{Crossing to mantelpiece for a match and lighting a

cigarette.) You're a cheery old dog.

MR. s.

Why?
PARMETER

Oh, I don't know. Ever since you came to the house
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and we knew you were sweet on Phil, you've been

exactly the same. So damned hopeful. You've never

hit it yet. I know your music is jolly good, but you've
never hit it, and yet you go on, painting your legs with

oak staining and shoving primroses in your jam-jars,

always on top of yourself. I'm blessed if I know how

you keep it up.

MR. S.

{Holding Parmeter's arm a moment, then in silence

crossing to the desk from which he brings out an MS. of
music. He brings it back again to fireplace.) See that ?

{He turns over the pages) It's the best song I've ever

written. It's not a pot-boiler
—it's a song

—melody—
originality

—
everything they want, and it's good music.

I shall never have a better chance than this. I shall

never have a better show for it than Phil singing it

here in our little room where there is no blessed tele-

phone to ring just when it's getting into his ears, and

Moody—Moody of Garrett's ! Now do you understand

these primroses and these oak table-legs, and the cushion-

covers ? It's my best chance, and everything's got
to be just right.

PARMETER

Won't Phil be nervous ?

MR. s.

She will a bit, perhaps, but I'm not afraid of that.

You know she's got quite a decent voice, only wants

training.

PARMETER

Well, now, supposing Moody likes it—supposing
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Garrett's publish
—what'U that mean to you ? You

get royalties or something, don't you ?

MR. S.

It'll mean this. I'm making two hundred and fifty

pounds a year
—about. Hard work—damned hard—

scoring, orchestration, here and there a song, and
sometimes a composition for the piano. Real hard
work. I might make two hundred and fifty pounds
out of that song alone. Why, I should be able to chuck
hack work and take to composition

—
anything I liked—

a symphony if I wanted to. It's the epitome of swank
for an English composer to write a symphony. It's

like putting o-n a top hat and a fur coat, and walking
down Bond Street with twopence in your pocket.

Enter Mrs. Stenning R.

MRS. s.

{Showing off her dress at the door.) It's new. First

wearing. Great occasion. {Crossing to her brother and

kissing him.) Freddy
—isn't it splendid ?

PARMETER

There's a lot of it up to you, young woman.

MRS. s.

Me ? Doesn't matter how I sing it. He can't help

liking it. Play a bit of it, Peter—go on—play it for

him now. I can't have him in the room when I'm

singing it—can I ?

PARMETER

My dear Phil, it's no good playing it to me. I don't
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know anything about it. None of us Parmeters ever

did know much about music.

MRS. s.

No, we belong to that class of people who say,
" Not

got an ear for music ? Why, I'm passionately fond

of it."

PARMETER

We like what we call the old tunes. And you ought
to hear the guv'nor singing the psalms.

MR. S.

{Coming round to them from the piano and slipping
his arm round his wife's waist.) Phil's got an ear for

music now.

MRS. S.

{Affectionately.) Yours—you lent it me.

PARMETER

Does she sing in tune ?

MRS. s.

Do I what ?

MR. S.

Never out of it now. {Half jokingly.) Women, you
see, take after their husbands.

MRS. s.

The conceit !

MR. S.

True—bless your heart ! You actually have got an
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ear for music now. Before you met me you only used
to sing. Lots of girls do that, and if they marry doctors

they get to know the right end of a thermometer,

though they don't always know how to spell it. And if

they marry engineers, they're certain five times out of

six which way to turn a screw. {Looking at his watch.)
Good Lord ! I must go and wash my hands. {He hurries

to door R.)

MRS. S.

{Lightly.) You wait. One of these days husbands

may take after their wives.

MR. S.

{At the door.) It 'ud be such a long way after, my
dear, they'd lose sight of each other.

[Exit Stenning.

MRS. s.

{As the door closes.) Well, can you see what a lot it

means ?

PARMETER

What?

MRS. S.

To him—this song
—this chance. {Pause.) I shall

hate that man if he doesn't like it.

PARMETER

Ever met him before ?
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MRS. S,

Me ? No—he's a tremendous big affair. Don't you
see what a chance it is his being down at Beaconsfield ?

PARMETER

What'U you do if he makes Peter's fortune ?

MRS. s.

Pay you back.

PARMETER

I said fortune. I didn't say twopence-halfpenny.
Will you leave Chalfont ?

MRS. s.

Well, what do you think ? {She crosses to table and

begins to get the tea-things ready.)

PARMETER

Aren't you happy here, then ?

MRS. s.

Happy as larks.

PARMETER

Well ?

MRS. S.

In a cage. {She lifts up the table cover and reveals the

bare deal legs.) Peter's idea. {Then holds up the basin

of primroses.) Made a pudding in that yesterday. In

a cage, Freddy !
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PARMETER

Together, though.

MRS. S.

Ah, yes
—

together. But isn't there something about

larks that they want to soar ?
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PARMETER

Perhaps you get most of his heart.

MRS. s.

P'raps I do. I sometimes think if he could put more
of it into his work he'd get more melody.

PARMETER

The old tunes.

MRS. S.

I suppose that's it—the old tunes. We always liked

'em, didn't we ?

PARMETER

There weie no Beethovens in our family, certainly,

but my gosh, we all sang in our baths. Well, I suppose
if he does hit it

MRS. S.

Oh—London for me ! Think of going into a London
dressmaker's with a mirror on both sides and one in

front. Think of the people and the things and the

shops ! Taking a taxi, and being able to tip him

twopence !

PARMETER

You'd want to be devilish rich to do that. {They

laugh together.) You'd have to smell so much of money
that it knocked him down ! Who's that coming through
the gate ? That's not Moody, is it ?
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MRS. S.

(Peering out, and in a moment overcome with excite-

ment.) Oh, Freddy it is ! Isn't he fat ?

PARMETER

Here—where can I get to ?

MRS. S.

[Hurrying to door) You go upstairs now before she

opens the door. {Opening door S.L. and speaking in a

subdued and excited whisper.) Mrs. Fry—Mrs. Fry !

[Mrs. Fry appears in the doorway.

Take his hat and coat—you haven't forgotten
—and

if it's heavy, don't put it on the hat-stand, because it

topples over—then just bring him to this door, open it,

and say,
"
Mr. Moody."

[Mrs. Fry nods her head and disappears.

And, oh, Mrs. Fry ! Mrs. Fry ! Ask his name, or he

won't know how you know it.

[Mrs. Stenning crosses to mirror on over-mantel,

touches her hair, and turns as the door opens.

MRS. fry

(Outside.) What's your name, please, sir ?

MOODY

Moody—Mr, Moody.

MRS. FRY

(Just appearing.) Mr. Moody.
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[Enter Moody. He is the successful type of

entrepreneur, dressed in short black coat

and dark striped trousers. His personality,

though quiet, is so expressive of self-con-

fidence that it dominates the Stennings'

little room.

MOODY

{Entering the room not exactly as if it belonged to him,

but as though he had been there many times before, and

nothing about it were new to him. He meets Mrs.

Stenning at S.C.) Mrs. Stenning ?

MRS. s.

Yes, my husband will be in in a minute. It's very

good of you to come like this out of your way.

MOODY

Not out of my way, if I'm going to hear a good song.

MRS. S.

{Unable entirely to conceal her eagerness.) I do hope

you'll think it is. Won't you sit down ?

[He looks round, and then takes the largest

chair,

[Moody sits in wicker chair by fireplace. Con-

cealed by the covering, he does not notice that

it is wicker, and lets his whole weight go into

it, half rising again in apprehension, fearing
he has done some damage.

MRS. S.

{Smiling) It's aU right.
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MOODY

{Reclining again, but with less abandon.) I shall

think it a good song, Mrs. Stenning, if it is, and I'm
here because I've good reason to suspect it may be.
Your husband's got a real sense of music. Because I

haven't published him, you must not suppose I'm
not interested. But d'you know what he lacks ?

MRS. s.

{Beginning to speak.) I'm sure

MOODY

Melody. I don't mean your tum-tum-ta-ta-ta. It's

not necessary for people to whistle a tune directly they've
heard it. It's advisable for them to think they could.

Music's got to touch your heart, you know, and your
sense of mathematics.

MRS. s.

{Beginning to speak again.) I really think you'U
find

MOODY

{Not conveying rudeness by his interruptions, but merely
that he knows what he is talking about and thinks it worth

saying) Your husband's music is mathematical. He
starts a composition as if it were a problem of Euclid,
and he ends it with a Q.E.D.

MRS. S.

I'd never noticed that—what is a Q.E.D. ?

MOODY

{Laughing, and for the first time realising that he is
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talking to an attractive woman.) Well, it's the reverse of

what you conveyed by your question.

MRS. s.

What did I convey ?

MOODY

{Courteously) If I may be permitted to say so—
charm.

MRS. S.

{Smiling a little, embarrassed, hut pleased) I—simply
didn't know—that was all.

MOODY

Naturally. I was talking in terms of mathematics.

A man takes a woman at a disadvantage when he does

that. What 1 should have said was, that whenever I

meet your husband I feel he's got heart—a big heart—
but when I hear his music it always seems to me that

he keeps it in his boots !

MRS. S.

Oh, I know so well what you mean. He has got a big
heart—but I don't know what it is, somehow he's—he's

proud about it. He feels things tremendously, but he

doesn't think he ought to show them. He feels he

ought to do a thing sometimes, but he won't tell you
how much he feels, and then you think he's obstinate

for insisting upon doing it. He feels tremendously
about his music, but I know he exercises his brain to

keep that feeling from—from

c
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MOODY

Mrs. Stenning, in a business world all men have got
to do that. They're doing it all their lives. They've
got the tiller—they have to steer the ship. You must
expect that temperament in him as a man. I shall

employ it ruthlessly when I judge him as an artist. If

I don't think he'll bring any way on to my ship, I shall

say so. It's a pleasure to be here talking to you, but
I didn't count upon that when I came here. If your
husband can get his feelings and emotions into his work,
I'll see to the rest of it—I'll put my heart into it—but
don't expect me to be having my heart in my mouth
if I have to tell him he's no good to Garrett's.

MRS. s.

I think it's very kind of you to-

[The door R. opens.

Oh—here he is.

[Moody rises, shaking hands with Stenning.

[Mrs, Stenning rises as well. She uncon-

sciously rubs her hands on her pocket-

handkerchief.

MOODY

Great discussion been going on.

MR. S.

What about ?

MOODY

Your work—what it lacks.
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MR. S.

I know what it lacks.

MOODY

What?

MR. S.

Balance.

[Mrs. Fry opens the door with the tea-pot in her

hand, by dumb shoiv asking if she is ex-

pected to bring it in. Mrs. Stenning nods,

indicating the table, and Mrs. Fry comes in,

depositing the tea-pot with the rest of the

things.

I don't calculate enough. I get carried away.

[Exit Mrs. Fry.

MOODY

{Laughing) D'you hear that, Mrs. Stenning ? Shall

we tell him about his boots ?

MRS. s.

No, please don't, because that wasn't true. {At the

table) Are you ready for tea now ?

MR. s.

Let him hear the song first. It won't take a minute

or two.

MOODY

Yes. Let's have the song. {Looking at his watch)
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I doubt if I shall have time for tea. Where'd you like

me to sit ?

MR. s.

{Indicating settee.) Over therC; if you will.

MRS. S.

Must he sit over there looking at me ? I'm quite
nervous enough as it is.

MOODY

{Good-naturedly.) Oh, don't you worry about me.
I won't even look at you.

[He takes his seat on the settee. Stenning sits

at the piano. Mrs. Stenning takes her

place by the piano, nearest the wall, so that

her quarter-profile can he seen by the audience.

[Stenning strikes a couple of preliminary chords

and then begins the introduction.

Give me a voice to sing with
On a grey day—

Like that thrush in the holly
Sweet and gay,

Trying his notes over each different way
Till he makes perfect.
Give me a voice to sing with
On a grey day.

Give me a heart to hear with
When earth lies still,

And the Spring that promised has blown
Over the hill—

And only that thrush in the holly sits tuning his trill

To make love perfect.
Give me a heart to hear with
When earth lies still.
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[Moody sits on settee with his head turned away
from piano, a settled expression of critical

judgment coming into his face. As the song

proceeds, he leans forward with his elbows

on his knees, then with the second verse, as

Mrs. Stenning gains confidence, and

following a grateful smile from her husband,
recovers the courage of her voice, he looks

up first with surprise, increasing to interest,

and as the song finishes, with convinced

admiration.

[Immediately after the last chord Stenning

quietly closes the MS. and closes the piano.
You feel he is waiting in tensity of emotion

for Moody's verdict. Nervous is the silence

that follows. Mrs. Stenning crosses to

table and begins to pour out tea. She looks

round to Moody.

MRS. s.

[Restraining all her emotions. Inaudibly.) Sugar ?

{Louder.) Sugar ?

moody

{As though waking out of a reverie—standing up.) Yes,
thanks.

\He stands by the table drumming with the

fingers of one hand on the knuckles of the

other.

[Mrs. Stenning pours out the tea. Moody
takes it from her, and in the long silence

that has come over them while they wait

in a tensity of emotion for his verdict, she
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takes across a cup to Stenning, who is

standing at the mantelpiece trying to control

his feelings as he fills a pipe. Having
given him the tea she takes his hand in

hers and presses it. He tries to smile back

at her.

[When the silence is becoming almost unbearable.

Mrs. Stenning

[She turns round quickly. The mere sound of
his voice is a relief.

Have you ever had any singing lessons ?

MRS. s.

(Surprised.) No. Why ? What has that-

MOODY

Quite untrained ?

MRS. S.

Well, except what training I've had with my husband,

singing his songs.

MOODY

Are you strong ?

MRS. s.

{More surprised.) Yes—quite.

MOODY

Afraid of hard work ?
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MRS. S.

No—but I thought
—we want to know-

MOODY

If I told you I would make your fortune for you in

two or three years, could you and would you put your
back into it and have your voice trained ? {She turns

for an instant to look at Stenning. He is yet too amazed
to realise his own disappointment.) It's not a question
of whether your husband could afford it. The expenses
are mine. Italy for perhaps a year. He can be with

you. Paris—he can be with you. Back to London—
an Italian name—first appearance at the psychological
moment of my choosing

—first song in Italian—or

French—anything but English. Garrett's behind you.
I'm backing my judgment that your fortune would be

made by then.

MRS. S.

{Simply, and just reaching out blindly for her husband's

hand and finding it.) But—I can't sing.

MOODY

Exactly. I know you can't. That's why you've
got to be taught. I suppose as well you think you
haven't got a voice ?

MRS. s.

No. I didn't know.

MOODY

Or that you have charm when you're singing
—

charm of delivery
—charm in the way you touch your
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notes—charm in the texture of your voice ? At present
it's just silk in the rough, not even spun yet. It can
be spun. {Rises. Turning to Stenning, who is making
as much business as he can over lighting his pipe.) Do
you mean to say you never suspected this, Stenning ?

MR. s.

No, I didn't. You see I'm not a voice trainer, and
I'm not accustomed to hearing voices in the rough as

you are.

MOODY

No. Well, it's my job.

MRS. S.

But aren't you going to tell us-

MOODY

There's no more to tell. It's all there—two years'

training and hard work at my expense. I promise
the results. If you and your husband'll come up to my
ofhce to-morrow morning, I'll have a draft contract

ready for you to discuss right away.

MRS. S.

{With a little tremor in her voice, knowing all the dis-

appointment her husband is suffering.) But I want to

know what you thought of that song.

MOODY

{Smiling.) You insist on unmasking me as a man of

business. When I get it, I'm a man with a single idea,

and I don't leave it alone till it's under way. I've only
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been thinking of that song as discovering your voice

for me. It's a good song, but it's difficult to give

judgment on two things at once. Play it again, Stenning.
Sit down and play it again.

MR. s.

{As she takes his arm and urges him affectionately to

turn towards the piano.) Well, not now, if you don't

mind.

MOODY

All right
—

p'raps not. I'm in a bit of a hurry. Why—you can play it to me again to-morrow when you see

me in my office.

MR. s.

{Quietly.) Yes, of course. I can play it at your office

to-morrow.

MOODY

Right you are then. I'd better be saying good-bye.
{He shakes hands with Mrs. Stenning, goes for gloves.)
I expect you think I've been telling fairy stories. What's

to-day ? The nineteenth of April. Two years to-day
you'll have half London standing on its feet to hear

you. {He turns to Stenning.)

MR. s.

You can get out this way by the garden. Across
the lawn to the gate.

MOODY

Thanks—but I left my coat in the {pause).
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MR. S.

Yes—we call it the hall. {He goes to door D.R.) I'll

give you a lift.

[Exit Stenning.

MRS. s.

{As Moody holds out his hand and she takes it.) I

don't understand it. It doesn't mean anything to me
yet. You'll like the song to-morrow, don't you think

you will ?

MOODY

I hope so.

MRS. S.

Did you really mean what you said about those two

years ?

MOODY

I mean every word I say, Mrs. Stenning. {He shakes

her hand.) Good-bye—to-morrow—eleven- thirty.

[Exit Moody.

[Mrs. Stenning stands still, too amazed io

believe. Their muffled voices can pist be

heard outside. Then the hall door shuts.

Passing her hand across her face, she goes

slowly to the windoK, looking at Moody's

departure. Suddenly with a quick breath

of joy she seems to realise the future

before her.

CURTAIN
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ACT 11

Scene

The mustc-roojn of the Siennings' house in London.
This is a white room, in its lack of furniture almost like

an art gallery with low divans round the walls, upholstered
with moderti, richly-coloured materials, not extravagantly
Futuristic. A black piano and a black lacquer cabinet,

containing china above, and drawers for music below, are

the only distinct pieces of furniture. There are few
pictures on the walls—all are in broad black frames. The
curtains are black and gold. On the piano stands a big
vase of purple Devonian tulips. The floor is parquet, with

one or two deeply-coloured Persian rugs.

Time—three years later. Mid-day.

[As curtain rises, stage is empty. Almost im-

mediately door down S.L. opens and
Stenning enters. He closes the door

behind him and stands still, holding the

handle, looking round the room as though
it were strange and foreign in his innermost

conceptions. After this moment of survey,
Stenning crosses to lacquer cabinet, opening
a drawer and taking out of it some music
MS. paper. This he brings over to the

piano, and sits down, removing the vase of

tulips, opening the piano and putting the

MS. on the rest.

37
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[It is essential and vitally important in this

Act that Stenning should not seem over-

come by circumstances, but is still as in the

first Act, captain of his own soul, however

difficult his position may have become.

[Having made some corrections in pencil on his

MS., he begins to play a phrase here and

there, then makes further corrections—then

plays again
—then drops his hands from, the

piano, looking around him again as if he

were in a strange place. Throwing the

sensation from him, he goes on again.

[Enter Maid, door down S.L. She is carrying a

beautiful bouquet of flowers. As she passes
S.C. Stenning looks up.

MR. S.

{In casual interest, as he continues playing.) Where
did those come from, Giffard ?

MAID

{Coming down C. a little. Not rudely, hut ivith scant

courtesy to her master.) They're for madam, sir.

[She drops a card out of the bouquet as she passes
on and exits door tip C. Neither of them
notice it.

[Stenning just looks up from the piano at the

Maid, nods his head and goes on playing.

[Exit Maid.
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[Stenning plays a moment longer, then rises

from piano and begins walking up and
down below piano, finally sitting at piano
again and writing with momentary energy

of ideas on his MS. Door down C. opens
and GiFFARD enters.

MAID

A Mr. Hemming, sir—from the Income Tax.

MR. s.

Oh, yes
—ask him to come up here.

MAID

Madam may be practising presently, sir.

MR. s.

(Quietly.) 1 understand she is not practising this

morning. Will you ask him up here ?

MAID

Yes, sir.

[Exit Maid C.

[Stenning tries to go on working, then lays his

pencil down with a definite click on the piano.
He stands up, takes out of his pocket what is

obviously an Income Tax Form, and is

looking at it down S.C. when Mr. Hemming
is shown in.

[Enter Mr. Hemming.
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[Mr. Hemming is a thin, mild, t^nemotional

little man, with a somewhat heavy moustache,

partly co7icealing a timid month, hut not

hiding the palpable weakness of his chin.

MR. s.

Good morning, Mr. Hemming. Very good of you to

come. {He shakes hands with him.) Won't you take

a seat—over there ? {He indicates the settee by fireplace,
and as Mr. Hemming sits down, he stands himself by the

fireplace looking down with some sense of surprise at the

little man.) Mr. Hemming, can you tell me why Fm
more terrified of you than anyone else in the world ?

HEMMING

{Looking up mildly through his glasses.) Most people
are.

MR. s.

Hitherto we've communicated only by letter. The
mere sight of your official documents on white and buff

and blue paper have sent a shiver down my back.

HEMMING

{Without trace of the slightest sense of humour.) I

believe that is the effect on most.

MR. s.

And now that I see you in the flesh for the first time,
I still experience a sense of utter helplessness. Do you
know what the effect of a paper marked "

Schedule D "

is upon an ordinary layman who, in the common aftairs

of life, doesn't trouble to add up his restaurant bills ?
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HEMMING

We reckon the effect is pretty considerable.

MR. s.

You count upon it !

HEMMING
We do.

MR. S.

You know it makes an honest man feel like the

meanest criminal under cross-examination in the Court ?

HEMMING

There's only one honest man to the Income Tax
Inspector.

MR. S,

Who's he ?

HEMMING

The man whose Income Tax is deducted at the source.

MR. s.

Horrible ! You regard all the rest as rogues ?

HEMMING

We regard nobody, sir.

MR. S,

Worse than horrible. It makes one feel like a body
D
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in a dissecting room—examined by all and regarded

by none.

HEMMING

You can always appear before the Commissioners.

MR. s.

Does anybody ever do that ?

HEMMING

Very few, sir. Those that do, wish they hadn't.

MR. s.

And you have spies everywhere ?

HEMMING

We don't call them spies, sir. They merely investigate.

MR. s.

What a terrible power you have, Mr. Hemming.

HEMMING

I often think that, sir.

MR. s.

Do you know what I wanted to see you about ?
||

HEMMING ^

Probably you thought you could appeal to me as a

human being.
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MR. S.

And you're not ?

HEMMING

Do I look it, Mr. Stenning ?

MR. s.

I shouldn't like to say you didn't.

HEMMING

No, sir, you wouldn't like to. But if you notice, all

Income Tax Inspectors have the same detached, in-

human expression.

MR. s.

I've—I've noticed that, certainly.

HEMMING

Well, you can't rise to be an inspector, sir, without
it. I had to acquire it myself. My mother's got a

photo of me when I was a young man—quite genial-

looking I was—but I was ambitious—I wanted to

get on.

MR. s.

How did you acquire it ?

HEMMING

Mostly working for the Government.

MR. s.

Then why did you come here ?
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HEMMING

[After a pause, showing the first signs of feeling) I

had a fancy for seeing the house Madame Rinalda

lived in. Madame Rinalda is—is Mrs. Stenning ?

MR. s.

That's right.

HEMMING

I'm a great admirer—if I may say so—of her singing.
Whenever she's at Queen's Hall of a Sunday—I'm

there.

MR. s.

Splendid ! At last we've pricked the Income Tax

inquisitor and found the man. Now I feel I can tell

you what's the matter. {He hands a white paper to

Hemming.) Is this right ?

HEMMING

{Looking at it.) Quite in order.

MR. S.

But I'm charged the full amount—my wife's income

and my own.

HEMMING

{Looking up unemotionally .) Quite correct. According
to the law, there are no separate incomes between a

husband and a wife. They must make a joint

return.
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MR. S.

But that's {He stops, seeing the card on the floor
that the Maid dropped, then goes on speaking as, in the

casual interest of tidiness, he goes to pick it up.) That's
not equity, is it ? {He comes hack to the fireplace, holding
the card in his fingers, not looking at it, indeed, being
more interested in what he is saying.) My wife makes a

large income, but she makes it by her own exertions,
not by mine. You wouldn't make joint the incomes
of a father and son if they worked each in a separate
business, though they might be living in the same
house ?

HEMMING

Certainly not. Father and son are two different

people. Husband and wife are one. It may not be
their habit, but it is their condition. They're one,
Mr. Stenning.

MR. s.

Not in what they earn. My wife's money is her own.
She makes it.

HEMMING

According to the law, you enjoy it.

MR. s.

How does the law know ? It might be the sharpest
thorn in my side.

HEMMING

{Imperturhahly.) The law regards husband and wife
as one.
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MR. S.

In other words, it refuses her independence, even if

she earns it for herself.

HEMMING

I don't think that. There's the Married Woman's
Property Act.

MR. S.

Then why make the husband responsible for the

tax if they admit that what's hers is her own ?

HEMMING

Well, sir, you know what ladies are. Women as a

rule have an idea that bills pay themselves if they
come in often enough. A good-looking woman who
takes a pride in her undergarments

—if you'll excuse

me, sir—thinks a washing bill is a—well—a sort of

accusation of uncleanliness. She resents it. And 1

fancy that Governments—as a body—know that about
ladies and respect them too much, if I might say so—
to want to summons them.

MR. s.

This is very ingenious, Mr. Hemming. In your
training for the Civil Service, I suppose you're put

through a course of feminine psychology ?

HEMMING

As a matter of fact, we are not. But in the com-

putation of assessment for tax the lady often comes
to—well—to explain things. {Looks at Stenning with

a simple smile.) A woman's attitude towards arithmetic

is very human, Mr. Stenning.
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MR. S.

[Half laughing.) I suppose it is.

HEMMING

Yes, sir, multiplication is their strong point. They
don't seem to have grasped division.

MR. S.

And Fm responsible for the whole of this sum ?

HEMMING

If your wife refused to pay her part
—you are.

MR. S.

But it's {Absent-mindedly as he talks, he raises

his hand holding the card and reads it, the expression
on his face changing to an instant of serious thought.
Then he continues speaking in a less emphatic tone of

voice.) It's more than all my income put together.

HEMMING

That has nothing to do with us. We assume you can

calculate your share, and what arrangement you make
with your wife for the payment of it doesn't concern us.

MR. s.

And making about four hundred and fifty a year

myself, I have to pay at the rate of the joint income of

over four thousand ?

HEMMING

That's correct.
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MR. S.

{Taking the paper and looking at it steadily for a

moment.) There's no appeal ?

HEMMING

Only before the Commissioners.

MR. s.

I'd have to go and tell them that—that—this was—oh, do you imagine I should be enjoying myself
discussing my private affairs with them ?

HEMMING

Nobody enjoys themselves before the Commissioners.

MR. s.

No, I suppose not. {He folds up the paper with

definite decision.) Very well—it must stand as it is.

{Holding out his hand.) Thank you very much for

coming here, Mr. Hemming.

HEMMING

{Rising and looking ahotU the room) I've been very
pleased to do so, sir. {He walks slowly across to door

down S.L. At the piano he stops a moment.) I suppose
Madame Rinalda sings here sometimes—in this room ?

MR. s.

Often. {Getting C.)

HEMMING

{Standing there a moment and raising his head as
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though he felt he were Rinalda singing to a distinguished

company.) Very interesting. Whenever she's at

Queen's Hall of a Sunday, I'm there, {He turns and

goes out C.)

[Exit Mr. Hemming.

[Stenning stands at S.C. for a moment in

deep thought, then again he becomes con-

scious of the card in his hand. Looks at it

again, then slowly, without emotion hut

deliberately , tears it up and, crossing to

fireplace, drops the pieces in the grate.

Having done this, he returns to the piano
and sits down, forcing himself to continue

with his work.

[Enter Mrs. Stenning door down C. She is

dressed in a most becoming morning gown
such as a woman would wear for a luncheon

party. In the best of spirits and affectionately,

she comes down to the piano, standing a

moment in silence by Mr. Stenning's side,

with her hand on his shoulder, listening to

the last phrase as he plays it.

MRS. S.

{As he plays the last chord.) That's all right
—isn't it ?

MR. s.

{Turning round and putting an arm round her—
smiling up itito her face.) Is it ?

MRS. S.

1 don't know, Peter, you know I don't know—very
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little more than I did. I can only sing. Honestly,
sometimes when I'm standing up there on the platform
I could laugh.

MR. s.

Why?

MRS. S.

When I think of the Parmeter family singing in their

JDaths,
I might just be doing that with the water running

in for an accompaniment.

[They both laugh.

MR. S.

But you've worked.

MRS. s.

{Reminiscently .) Yes, I've done that. {Gets away)
Do you remember that first year

—
scales, scales, scales ?

Breathing exercises till I wished I could never take
another breath.

MR. S.

Yes, you have worked. You've earned it—{with a
short glance about him)

—
every penny.

MRS, s.

Haven't worked as hard as you, Peter.

MR. s.

{Smiling.) Not as long, perhaps.
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MRS. S.

Yes, but it's the length that's hard—the patience,
the endurance. I don't think I could have gone on
much longer, if it hadn't all turned out as Moody
said.

MR. s.

Well, he was right
—

right to the very nineteenth of

April. He's a marvellous fellow. Moody. He scents

opportunity like a cheese and helps himself to it with
both hands.

MRS. s.

{Tttrning round and looking at the room from every

side.) There's no smell of cheese about this, Peter.

It's got a scent to me like—oh {She draws in her

breath.)

MR. s.

What?

MRS. S.

Well, what's fairyland smeU like ? Because now it's

come, it's like that, it's all so easy. I just have to go
into my bath and turn the water on and splash about
and sing, and the money comes tumbhng in like a
shower on to the top of my head. I can't believe some-
times I can command so much of the good things that

others have to work their fingers to the bone for—
and don't get. But I did work—didn't I ? You said

I'd earned it, Peter. Anyhow, I know I've made it,

and Moody says I've got another ten or even fifteen

years in front of me. Why—I shall have saved a
fortune by then.
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MR. S.

{Turning to the piano and gaily playing his last phrase
over again.) Yes—you'll have made a fortune by then.

MRS. s.

Peter—am I bothering
—am I disturbing ?

MR. S.

{Stopping at once and again putting his arm round her.)
No, my dear. {Putting her a little away from him and
looking her up and down.) Where's she going in all this

grand get-up ? Do you remember that dress the
Beaconsfield dressmaker made for you ?

MRS. s.

{Laughing) Oh, Peter ! Well, there's no need for it

to be you or me now. And yet you don't bother much
about clothes any more than you used.

MR. S.

I suppose it's not in my line.

MRS. s.

{Seriously.) Peter, do you Hke your little old cottage
down at Chalfont better than this ?

MR. s.

Better, my dear ? How can you ask that ? Where
you are, that's where I want to be. I keep it on because
I think I can work better down there than here. It's

quieter. London's a noise you only like when you can't
hear it. Down there I call it the hum of life, and I

think it's fine. No—I can just afford the cottage,
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so I keep it on for work. You don't imagine I feel like

a man in the bosom of his family when I'm down there

all alone, do you ?

MRS. S.

{Putting an arm round his neck.) That's all I wanted

to know—because, after all, this may be a bit big to

what we were used to, but it is snug, isn't it ? It is

home.

MR, S.

[Gaily.) Of course it's home. [Pause.) Well [a little

forced) you haven't told me where you're going.

MRS. s.

You're coming too. You'll know when you get there.

You ought to go and change now.

MR. s.

Not till I know where.

MRS. S.

The Quantrells'
—lunch.

MR. S.

Where you met that Lord Quihampton ?

MRS. S.

Yes.

MR. S.

Is he going to be there to-day ?
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MRS. S.

I don't know. I believe he's a great friend of theirs.

MR. s.

But, my dear old thing, they won't miss me.

MRS. s.

Oh, Peter ! They said they wanted to meet you
terribly. They knew you were fearfully clever—that

you wrote music.

MR. S.

Did they ? Can't you tell them I'm busy
—

being
clever ?

MRS. S.

Why ? Don't you want to go ?

MR. s. 1

Not really. (Mr. Stenning stands up and takes her f

face in his hands.) Does that sort of family interest you ?

MRS. S.

No—not really. Only—I have to go about, don't I ? ^

MR. S.

Yes, you have to go about. It's a part of the business
*

to be popular off the stage as well as on

MRS. s. d
Yes, that's what Moody says.
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MR. S.

I was quoting him.

MRS. S.

He's always urging me to accept these invitations.

MR. s.

Indiscriminately ?

MRS. s.

Oh, no—he's a regular snob. Only the best people
for Mr. Moody.

MR. s.

[Taking both her hands and looking at her with admira-

tion.) Well, run along to your best people. So long
as you leave my best person for me.

[He kisses her hands and she goes slowly to door
down S.R. and he returns to the piano.
At the door she turns and comes hack to

him, leaning on the piano and looking into
his face.

MRS. s.

Peter—have you—have you ever regretted this in

the last year ?

MR. S.

[Looking at her straightly before he answers.) Why
should I regret ?
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MRS. S.

Because sometimes I think it must be so diJHicult

for you, not getting the success you want, while I'm

MR. s.

Why should your success make it more difficult for

me ? My songs aren't any more popular now than

they were—even when you sing them. What music
we want in this country we get from abroad. Why,
even you have to sport the foreign haU-mark. You
say yourself it makes you laugh to think you're just a

Parmeter, singing in your bath, but when you appear
at an At Home or on the concert platform and sing
that cycle of French songs, you're Madame Rinalda
and they go away saying :

"
Why can't English people

sing like that ? It must be the climate. You know

you can feel the sun in her voice."

MRS. S

Peter ! You're teasing !

MR. S,

No, I'm not. I heard a woman saying that coming
out of Queen's Hall the other night. I nearly turned
round and said :

" Madame Rinalda is the daughter
of an English stockbroker, who always sang in his

bath on the foggiest of days." {They laugh together, then

Stenning turns to her more seriously.) Is it that some-
times you think I'm jealous ? Does it seem as if

I were ?

MRS, s.

{After the slightest pause.) No—never ! I suppose it

really is that I wonder sometimes why you're not.
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[The door down C. opens,

MOODY

{From outside.) Can I come in ?

[He comes down L. She meets him C.

MRS. S.

Yes! Yes!

Enter Moody

[He is dressed very smartly and immaculately
in black morning coat, excellently cut

trousers and the most fashionable of hoots.

MR, s.

{As he joins them.) Are you going to this function ?

MOODY

Somewhat. Aren't you ?

MRS. s.

I can't budge him.

MOODY

Why ? Are you working ? {He says it quite genially,
hut without interest.) You'd better get yourself ready,

my dear. It's quite right to be late, but we ought to

get there. {Goes to fire.)

[Mrs. Stenning takes Stenning's hand, presses
it and walks down the room to door up C.

[Exit Mrs. Stenning.

E
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MOODY

{By fire, watching her as she walks down the room.)

Jove ! I don't wonder she's made good ! See the

way she walked out of the room ! She's got the flare

for it—it's not only the voice, you know, it's all the

other little things that count. Charm—do you re-

member my telling her that, that day down at your

cottage ? Charm—she fascinates 'em.

MR. s.

Why shouldn't it be just the voice ? How d'you
know she—fascinates them ?

MOODY

You ought to know if anybody does. I get proof
of it every day.

MR. s.

How?

MOODY

Oh—the people who want her to sing for them—
private engagements. They want to meet her as well

as hear her sing, and they're snobs enough to pay her

to come to their houses. I put it to the test the other

day to see what she was worth. I asked two hundred

guineas for her to sing three songs at an At Home.

MR. s.

What?

Two hundred.

a murmur.

MOODY

I got a cheque this morning without

I
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MR. S.

Where was this ?

MOODY

Quihampton's. Lord Quihampton's.

MR, s.

{Deliberately.) At which house ?

MOODY

What do you mean—at which house ?

MR. s.

You know as well as I do he keeps more establishments
than one.

MOODY

Oh, well, I can't enquire into his private life. {Sits
on settee.) This is at Berkeley Square. Lady Quihampton
lives there, anyhow. As a matter of fact, the enquiry
came in her name. There's nothing to fret yourself about.

MR. s.

Doesn't it seem a little odd to you that Lady Quihamp-
ton should pay two hundred guineas for an evening's
entertainment ? Whom should she want to impress to

that extent ?

MOODY

Look here, Stenning, aren't you getting a little bit

pernickety ? You're quite contented to sit here and
write your music. You don't get a success because
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you write over everybody's head. If anybody knows
the business of music in this country, I fancy I do.

I try to help you because of your wife. I've told you
over and over again there is no market for the English

composer who takes himself seriously. We're not a

nation of musicians—as far as music's concerned, we're

a nation of snobs. We go to the Symphony Concerts

and we go to the Opera in the same sort of way that

we go to Westminster Abbey. At home we play jazz

music, and half of us never dream of saying our prayers.
It's in their back parlours and their drawing-rooms
that you know whether a nation is musical or not.

Well, if you want to be a musician—be a musician—
but don't grudge your wife her success in London

drawing-rooms.

MR. s.

{With difficulty controlling himself as he stands up from
the piano.) What right have you to say that I grudge
her her success ?

MOODY

All this particularity about her engagements. What
should it matter to you where she sings if she gets a

thumping fee like that, which is going to double her

value for any other engagement she may take ?

MR. s.

And what the deuce is it to do with you what my
private opinions are if I think that something she may
do in the course of her work interferes with the—comfort

of my home ?

MOODY

Your home ?
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MR. S.

{Controlling himself with a great effort
—then replying

slowly and quietly.) Yes—my home.

MOODY

Well, simply that it seems to me your private opinions—which, believe me, 1 don't want to interfere with—
are stimulated by—well—by

MR. S.

By what ?

MOODY

Well—by a very natural and human professional

jealousy. All artistic people have it. I've never known
one who

MR. s.

Is there nothing to you but the professional aspect
of life ? Don't you think that some people are human
beings when their work's done ? You've done a lot

for my wife, Moody, but sometimes upon my soul I

think you've done enough, and it would be a good
thing if we saw the last of you.

MOODY
I should be very sorry if you did. I think you'd be

very sorry too, and I fancy it would do your wife an
incalculable amount of harm.

MR. s.

{Looking at him straightly for a moment and then

turning away.) Have you accepted this engagement
from Lady Ouihampton ? {Turning over music at piano.)
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MOODY

Do you mean you'd like me to refuse it ?

MR. s.

Yes.

MOODY

Why?

MR. S.

I have certain reasons of my own. Certain others are

obvious. Lord Quihampton is about as bad a hat as

you'll find hanging on any of the Society pegs in London,
Whatever she were, I shouldn't wish my wife to make

acquaintance with him.

MOODY

Merely a professional acquaintance.

MR. s.

None of his acquaintances are professional, unless

you like to admit that his profession is that of an

accomplished seducer.

MOODY

You seem to forget your wife's a married woman.

MR. s.

Do I ? You seem to forget I'm not talking about her.

I'm not thinking about her. I'm talking about him.
He's not a man I'd have in my house. That's all,

and that's enough for me. Anybody who's heard
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anything about him knows his method of approach
in these affairs. You do, and you couldn't deny it.

He's broken up more than one household.

MOODY

Do you suggest he's trying to break up yours ?

MR. s.

Try ? He might try
—he wouldn't do it. But he

can besmirch it. He can get my wife talked about
without her lifting a finger to encourage him.

MOODY

(Rises.) My dear Stenning, once you're a public
character you have to take the reputation that's given

you. And who's interested in virtue !

MR. s.

Some like it in the women they care for. I do for

one, and I mean to keep her from the people who'd
take it away from her if they could.

MOODY

My dear Stenning, you can't go through this world
as a public character without having to mix with all

sorts.

MR. s.

{Emphatically.) I can go through the world without

mixing with Lord Quihampton, and I prefer to do so

so long as I have a voice in my own affairs.
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[Enter Mrs. Stenning door up C. She stops,

hearing the last words and the tone of her

husband's voice. She is dressed in rich

furs and a beautiful hat, in readiness for
her luncheon party.

MRS. S.

Whatever's the matter ? {They are both a little at a
loss to answer. Stenning crosses to piano, takes off his

MS. Moody begins to put on his gloves.) Aren't you
going to tell me what's the matter ? {She looks from
one to the other.)

MR. S.

Oh, it's nothing, my dear—just an argument with a
wave of heat in it.

MRS. s.

{Looking to Moody.) Is that all I'm to know ?

MOODY

Well, as far as I'm concerned, I shouldn't think it

ought to be. However, I'm not at liberty to tell you.

MRS. s.

{Crossing to Stenning, who is putting his MS. away
in the lacquer cabinet) Peter, what is it ? It's about
me, of course. Can't I know ?

MR. s.

My dear, it was only a foolish argument on what it

was good or bad for you to do in the interests of your
professional success.
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MRS. S.

But why should you get heated about that ? Aren't

you both anxious I should keep my success ?

MR. s.

Yes, yes, of course we are. The argument only became
heated when I fancy Moody thought I was jealous
about the success you've had

MRS. s.

{Turning to Moody.) D'you mean to say you
thought that?

MOODY

Well, what else could I think, when he wants me to

refuse the biggest offer for a private engagement you've
had yet ? Wants me to refuse it after I've accepted
their cheque which they sent in advance. Wants me to

refuse it when it establishes a precedent that will

increase your value thirty per cent.

MRS. s.

Did you, Peter ?

MR. s.

I certainly think it would be better. It isn't as if

you want the money.

MRS. s.

What was the offer ?
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MOODY

Two hundred guineas for you to sing three songs
at a big At Home.

MRS. s.

Two hundred ! {She is evidently impressed by the

magnificence of the sum.) But who was it ?

MOODY

Lady Quihampton.

[There is a moment's significant pause.

MRS. s.

{Turning to Stenning.) Did you wish me to refuse

that, Peter ?

MR. S.

I did.

MRS. S.

Why?

MR. S.

Because Lord Quihampton is a man whose acquaint-
ance Ld prefer you not to cultivate.

MRS. s.

But this is Lady Quihampton.

MR. s.

Was the cheque signed by her, Moody ?
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MOODY

I don't remember—but I fancy it was.

MRS. s.

But what has that to do with it ?

MR. s.

{Very quietly.) Won't you accept my opinion in this

matter, my dear, and beheve that it's justified ?

MRS. s.

No, Peter, I think you ought to explain a little more.

Moody's quite right
—it does affect my success to get an

offer like this. Remember you admit I've worked for

what I've got. You admit I've earned it, then surely

I have a right to enjoy it. You must explain a little

more.

MR. S.

{By expression or by gesture, Stenning conveys his

knowledge that they are approaching the inevitable tragedy

of their circumstances, and that all his efforts to evade

it are useless.) Haven't I explained enough ? Wasn't

it enough to say that Quihampton was a man whose

acquaintance I didn't wish you to cultivate ?

MRS. s.

Yes, but I don't really see why. The man doesn't

mean anything to me—no more than the hundreds of

other people I meet through my work. I believe he

often comes to hear me at concerts—it seems silly to

say it, but so do hundreds of others. He sent me some
flowers this morning—after the concert last night.

Hundreds of people do that too. I suppose he couldn't
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get them in time—there was no explanation
—

just that

they were from him.

MR. s.

That was the explanation. He wrote it on a card.

MRS. s.

I never got it.

MR. s.

No, I tore it up.

MRS. s.

{Pause.) You tore it up, Peter ? {She is genuinely

surprised.)

MR. s.

Yes—perhaps I shouldn't have done that.

MRS. s.

You took the card out of the present of flowers for

me and you tore it up ?

MR. s.

It had fallen out. I found it some time later on the

floor. I was talking at the time—probably I didn't

give my action all the consideration I ought. How-
ever, that card is neither here nor there.

MRS. s.

Don't you think so ? It was intended for me.

[Moody turns away to the lacquer cabinet.
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MR. S.

{Taking her arm gently) I don't think we'll discuss

things like that now, my dear. You want me to explain

my position about this offer more fully. Well, it's

simply this, and I have said it already to Moody.
Acquaintance with Quihampton is contamination. No
man I know would meet him. Why should I encourage
him to come to this house ?

MRS. s.

He's not been asked.

MR. S,

No, but he's invited you to his—^he's sent you flowers,

he's seeking your acquaintance, and it's not my wish

that he should find it—that's all.

MRS. S.

{A little on her dignity) Are you trying to say you
don't trust me, Peter ?

MR. s.

Don't trust you ! What arrant nonsense ! I trust

you not to soil your hands with pitch, but I don't

contradict myself when I say that I don't want pitch

brought into my house. {Turns to piano and leans on it)

[There is another significant pause in which

you can feel they are all thinking he has

called it his house. Moody looks round

the room. Coming down L)

MOODY

I think we ought to be starting, you know.
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MRS. S.

All right
—

get your hat. I'll be down in a second.

[Moody nods his head and exits.

{Turning to Stenning.) Peter—do you really wish

Moody to send that cheque back and insult Lord
Quihampton—it won't be anything but an insult after

the arrangement's been settled.

MR. s.

I wish nothing, my dear, but for your own happi-
ness and mine.

MRS. s.

Well, don't you think there are some things in which
I ought to take my own course ? I've made myself
independent

—haven't I ? Don't you think things hke
that ought to be left to my judgment ? I'm not a
child. Surely women have a far stronger place in the
world than they ever had. Think of the thousands
now who are dependent upon nobody but themselves.
Couldn't I stand alone if I wanted to ?

MR. S.

{Gently.) Could you ? t

MRS. S.

Why not ? I can provide myself with every luxury
I want.

MR. s.

Yes—but is provision everything ? The wild beast

provides for his mate—but that's not all he does.

I
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MRS. S.

What else ?

MR. S.

He protects her as well, and he protects her with a

jealous fury. Not another beast dare come near their

lair when he's at her side, but if he left her, all through
the forest would travel the knowledge she was alone,

and round they'd come crawling to steal her favours.

MRS, s.

Do you think we're no better than that ?

MR. s.

What's better in us is beyond what Nature intended
—that's all.

[Pause.

MRS. S.

I'm not to act for myself in this matter, then ?

MR. S.

Oh, yes, on the contrary, you must. I've no control

over that. I can only advise. Even in accepting or

refusing my advice, you're acting for yourself.

MRS. s.

{Pulling her furs round her, preparatory to going.)

Then Moody is not going to send that cheque back,

Peter. What's better in me is quite capable of looking
after both of us. {She makes a movement to the door.
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MR. S.

You think that best, my dear ? {He goes to door C
and opens it for her.)

MRS. s.

{As she passes out.) I expect we shall be back at
about half-past three. Will you be in then ?

MR. s.

I'm not quite sure. I may be going down to the

cottage. It's easier to work there.

[She pauses an instant, then puts her hands on
his shoulders and kisses him affectionately,
but without emotion.

[Exit Mrs. Stenning.

[When she has gone, he closes the door after
her and stands with his hand on the handle

looking round the room.

CURTAIN
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ACT III

Scene

The dining-room in the Stennings' house in London.
This is a white-panelled room, the predominating colours

being orange and grey. The curtains and carpets are a
warm mole-grey. The pictures on the walls are in tones

of orange or red, in black frames. They might be Medici

prints. The furniture is Sheridan or Chippendale. The
electric candle sconces each side of the fireplace have

orange shades. The candles on the dining-table have also

orange shades. There is a broad, shallow orange bowl
in the centre of the table in which flowers are floating
in water.

The effect of the room is dimly lighted, most of the

light falling on the table, and striking up into the faces
of the guests.

Time—three days later.

[As curtain rises Mrs. Stenning is presiding
over a little dinner party of five guests.
On her left is Lord Quihampton. Op-
posite him is Mrs. Moody. Next to

Lord Quihampton is Miss Van Ruyon,
and opposite her is Freddy Parmeter.
A t the end of the table facing the audience
is Moody.

[Lord Quihampton is a striking-looking man,
with small side whiskers, giving a somewhat

foreign appearance. He affects the dress

75
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of the Regency, and is distinctly aris-

tocratic. His manner is irreproachable ; at

the same time, whenever he speaks to a

woman, one feels his consciousness of being

irresistible.

[Miss Van Ruyon is a young, pretty girl of

about twenty-five years of age, dressed

attractively in a frock of purple brown.

[Mrs. Moody is the typical wife of a busy man,

who seems to have grown tired while he

worked. She is dressed in black.

[Mrs. Stenning is dressed beautifully in a tone

of steel-blue.

[As curtain rises the guests are seated in the

order already described. Everyone is talking.

A maid is standing near service door with

a tray, while the parlourmaid is clearing

table for wine and dessert, and putting out

the finger-bowls, which are either amber-

coloured glass or porcelain, the same orange

shade as the bowl in centre of table. There

is no tablecloth. This business can continue

without interruption through the dialogue.

LORD Q.

{To Mrs. Stenning.) Would it be possible for me
to telephone ? You see, my train goes in about—(^e

looks at his watch) about two and a half hours' time.

If I'm going to hear you sing, I shall hardly be able to

get home again, so I must speak to my man—there's

something I've forgotten, and he's got a head like a

sieve.
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MRS. S.

{Whose manner ivith him is remote and unconcerned.)

Why say his head's hke a sieve if you've forgotten ?

LORD Q.

Well, that's the reason of his existence. I can abuse
him for all my faults. Can I telephone ?

MRS. S.

Yes, of course. {Indicating door to sitting-room.)
You'll find one in there on the desk.

[Lord Ouihampton rises, laying down his

table napkin and exits through door down
S.R.

[Exit Lord Quihampton. Turns up light.

MRS. M.

{Watching him go, and as soon as he has disappeared,
leaving the sitting-room door open behind him, she turns

to Mrs. Stenning) Are they true—all the things
that are said about that man ?

MRS. s.

{Warning her to be careful.) Sh-h ! He can hear

everything in that room.

moody
You always talk, Gertrude, as tho' ordinary con-

versation was a trunk call and you'd got a faulty
connection.
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MRS. M.

George, I'm perfectly sure I don't. But he's really

quite charming
—isn't he ?

MRS. S.

I suppose so.

MRS. M.

Well—don't they say manners maketh man ?

MRS. s.

Some. They're a most effective concealment to

others.

[Lord Quihampton's voice can he heard for an
instant's pause in the conversation.

LORD Q.

That you, Murton ?

MRS. s

You don't like him, then ?

MRS. s.

I never said so.

MRS. M.

No, but you give that impression. That's why I

was so surprised to find him here.

MRS. S.

Well, I could hardly avoid it. He more or less in-

vited himself.
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MRS. M.

I can imagine him doing that.

MOODY

He's one of those fellows who's at home in the room
before you think he's hung up his hat in the hall.

MISS V. R.

Are you going to sing this evening, Mrs. Stenning ?

[Lord Quihampton appears at the door the

instant after Miss Van Ruyon has spoken.
He has heard what she said.

lord q.

{At door of sitting-room.) I have her promise.

MRS. S.

Did I actually promise ?

LORD Q.

{Coming hack to his seat) I told you I should be in

Paris for a month. I said that life would be intolerable

without the voice of Madame Rinalda at least once
a week.

[He stands by his chair looking down at her, his

attitude, if not his expression, conveying
admiration and his consciousness of a right
to get what he wants.

MRS. s.

{Replying in the same lightness of tone.) And I said
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there were singers in Paris who did not have to change
their names to improve the quahty of their voices.

LORD Q.

To which, with a native and ready wit, I repHed that

whatever their names might be, they were not—
Rinalda.

MRS. s.

Then I rang off.

LORD Q.

Pardon me, it was because you threatened to ring

off, but did not, that I knew there was a chance of

your letting me hear you sing before I went away
to-night.

MISS V. R.

You are going to, then ?

MOODY

Sing that new thing of Vernede's,

MRS. s.

No, I know what I'll sing.

LORD Q.

She'll sing more than one song if she has that gener-

osity of heart I credit her with.

MRS. s.

{Rising from the table.) Well, at least I have the

generosity of heart to leave you to your port.
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[Miss Van Ruyon and Mrs. Moody rise with

Mrs. Stenning. Parmeter starts to open
the door up S.L., but is frustrated by
Moody.

[As Mrs. Stenning goes out last, she turns.

Freddy, d'you mind coming upstairs and moving the

piano for me ? It's too close to that window. I always
feel a draught when I'm accompanying myself.

[Parmeter immediately follows her.

[She has scarcely shut the door when she opens
it again and looks back.

If you want to smoke cigars, smoke them now. I

don't mind cigarettes when I'm singing, but I can't

bear cigars.

[On an impulse of charming humour, she comes

back into the room to Moody, standing in

front of him.

Is that all right ? Gives the right impression, doesn't

it ? Hush. Silence of the orchestra just when the acrobat

is going to do his most daring trick. Sudden extinction

of all glowing cigar-ends when the lady is going to sing.

{Breaking into laughter at the serious expression on his

face.) Oh—you've been a great master. {4s she goes
to door again.) No—but I mean that—if it isn't a

terrible deprivation.

[Exit Mrs, Stenning.

[Moody and Lord Quihampton stand looking

after her as she goes out.
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MOODY

That's half of her success.

LORD Q.

What ?

MOODY

Charm.

LORD Q.

{Helping himself to port and sitting down. Takes her

seat.) Yes, she's an attractive woman.

[Moody sits and helps himself to port.

What is the husband Hke ? Is his music any good ?

MOODY

What do you mean—any good ? It's good music.

LORD Q.

That's all ?

MOODY

He thinks it's enough.

LORD Q,

Enough to live on what she makes.

MOODY

{Guardedly.) Certainly he lives here.
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LORD Q.

Why wasn't he here to-night ?

MOODY

I think he's down in his cottage at Chalfont St. Giles,

LORD Q.

Oh—he can afford another estabhshment ?

MOODY

Why put it that way ? He goes down there to work.

It's a cheap httle place.

LORD Q.

{Looking straight at Moody.) Are you a simple-minded
man, Moody ?

moody

Do I seem like it ?

LORD Q.

You talk like it. Port ? {Intentionally changing the

subject as though it were of no interest to him.) You
discovered her—didn't you ?

moody

{yVith pride.) I did—under her husband's nose—and
he'd never seen her—as I saw her.

LORD Q.

Husbands invariably have big noses.
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MOODY

I guaranteed to have her out in a London concert

in a couple of years, and I did it to the day. I hke

doing things to the day.

LORD Q.

She must have worked, or you'd have been out in

your reckoning.

MOODY

Oh, yes, she's worked.

LORD Q.

That's what beats me.

MOODY

What?

LORD Q.

The futihty of making laws for women. What's the

use of a Married Woman's Property Act ? Women
don't want independence

—not to keep
—

they want it

to be able to give it away.

MOODY

Yes. Well, I wouldn't be too sure of that. It sounds

comfortable, but most nightmares begin with a pleasant
dream. Women want to give everything they've got

—
but they've got to want to.

LORii Q.

But damn it—they go on doing it. Here we are in a

house where it's being done.
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MOODY

Yes, but houses differ. They only look alike from

the street. Lady Quihampton was an American,
wasn't she ?

LORD Q.

She was—she has acquired other privileges
—but

she didn't do anything for her money. She didn't even
kill her father. He died as natural a death as a million-

aire can. Couldn't breathe for money. It was called

a heart attack. No, I am talking of the women who
work now. The time-honoured profession is not the

only one that's open to them. They contribute to

accumulation—not to waste. They're citizens—lots of

'em—not chattels.

MOODY

Is this the way you talk to Mrs. Stenning ? {Leaning

forward.)

{Pause.

LORD Q.

I may have done. {He sips his port.)

MOODY

And do you find that the word—citizen—means

anything to her. Do you think she wants to wear a

coat with pockets to carry her heart in ? I don't think

a happy woman ever has a pocket in her frock.

LORD Q.

No—but you'll find now-a-days she carries a bag.
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What's the good of talking about a heart. Your heart
beats well or ill according to the condition of your
health.

MOODY
I take it you enjoy the best.

LORD Q.

On the contrary, when I'm at home I'm a sick man.
I suppose, besides being simple. Moody, you'd describe

yourself as an idealist ?

MOODY
I'm not always at my office.

LORD Q.

No. And when you've locked the door you think
that life is a beautiful affair. You imagine that the

sharp practices of business are all converted by some
strange alchemy into loving kindness— in the crucible
of a woman's heart. Pass the port, will you ?

MOODY

{Passing the port.) If I thought like that I should
write a song about it.

LORD Q.

Yes. There's a lot of business done after office hours.
That's just my point. Love flies out of the window
when the wolf's at the door. And what do you imagine
it does when a woman's master in her own house and
everything's topsy-turvy ?
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MOODY

You think one of these days Mrs. Stenning will assert

her independence ?

LORD Q.

I'm sure I don't know. I only know that rebellion's

in the air, and what amazes me is that it hasn't taken

women yet. Even the artists are turning Bolshevic.

They're painting Christ in cubes and bringing a squint
to religion. That's what we're learning

—
every man

Jack of us, and every woman Jill too. Beauty's only
an impression

—it doesn't last. Emotions don't last.

We've got to take all we can get and take it quick.
Futurists ! What do they care about the future ?

It's the moment they're after, like everyone else. Don't

try to persuade me you lock the door of the office when

you come away. It doesn't lock. Moody. Don't you
remember the first patriotic poster in the War ?

What was that ?

It was everywhere.

MOODY

LORD Q.

MOODY

I don't remember it.

LORD Q.

"
Business as usual."

[He stops as the maid comes in with tray of

coffee. She hands it first to Lord
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QuiHAMPTON, who helps himself, then to

Moody. As he is helping himself, Par-

METER returns.

[Enter Parmeter. He crosses to his seat at the

table and sits down.

MOODY

Port?

parmeter

No, thanks. (He holds up a cigar. He turns to the

maid.) I'll have some coffee, Giffard,

MOODY

{As maid goes to Parmeter.) You won't be allowed

upstairs if you're going to smoke that.

parmeter

Well, I must smoke a bit of it.

lord q.

He wants his moment, Moody. Why shouldn't he

enjoy it ?

parmeter

(Looking up as he takes his cup off the tray.) What's

the catch about that ?

moody

Something Quihampton was saying just when you
came in. He's an apostle of the moment.
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PARMETER

What ? Can't I enjoy my cigar ?

LORD Q.

Exactly
—you can and you will, and not a choir of

angels singing would stop you. {The sounds of the

piano can he heard in the music-room. Lord Quihampton
stands up, swallowing ihe remainder of his coffee.) There's
the moment calling me.

MOODY

{Swallowing his coffee too.) Vernede. She is going to

sing it. {As they cross to door up S.L.) Everybody'll
go mad about this. {He turns at ihe door as Lord
Quihampton goes out.)

[Exit Lord Quihampton.

{To Parmeter.) You're coming up presently ?

PARMETER

Yes, I shan't be long. Leave the door open.

[Exit Moody.

[Parmeter sits sipping his coffee, smoking his

cigar, and listening to the song in the

distance. Mrs. Stenning's voice heard
now is, of course, much stronger ; in other

words, she is professional. The first is a
short French song— two verses. It is soon
over. The faint sounds of clapping can
be heard in the distance.

G
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[Parmeter taps his spoon on his saucer. He is

doing this as Stenning appears at the

doorway of door up S.L. He is dressed in

ordinary overcoat and is carrying a small

suit-case. He stands at the open doorway

looking in, and when he speaks he adopts
in humour the tone of voice of a child who
has stolen out of bed to see the party amongst
the grown-ups.

MR. S.

Hullo, Freddy ! There's not a dinner party, is

there ?

PARMETER

Bit of a one. What the deuce have you come back
for ? Phil said you were away till Friday.

MR. s.

Finished my job this afternoon. Don't imagine
there's any fun in staying there when I'm not working,
do you ? How many are there ?

PARMETER

Five—with Phil—in the music-room.

MR. s.

{Entering the room and coming across to Parmeter's
side of the table.) Well, I shall leave my things in there.

{He indicates S.R.) If I put 'em in the hall, they'll

know I've got back. {Cross in front to R.)

PARMETER

Aren't you coming into the music-room ?
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MR. S.

{Throwing his coat open.) Like this ? {He reveals an

ordinary lounge suit, none too fashionable at that) God
grant me self-respect. He doesn't send me to the best
of tailors. Do you really think I'd go into that room
all hobbledehoy with you people all dossed up ?

PARMETER

Yes—go on—walk right in ! Give 'em the shock of

their lives !

MR. s.

{For a moment caught in a sense of mischief by the

fancy of doing it.) Shall I ? Bit of a lark.

PARMETER

Yes. Go on—it's your house.

MR. S.

{Suddenly dropping his lightness-of-mood look.) Is it,

Freddy ? Sometimes I say it is, and as I hear the
words in my throat they sound the purest swank.
Phil pays for everything. I take nothing in money
from her—but I take everything in kind. What I

make just carries me through.

PARMETER

Well, it's nothing to do with me, but I'd always
supposed you simply had one banking account.

MR. s.

What—with me drawing cheques for anything I

wanted ?
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PARMETER

Yes.

MR. S.

Would you

[Parmeter does not answer. He is thinking

deeply. Stenning takes off Ms coat and
moves over to sitti7tg-room door. There he

turns.

To put it bluntly, if you had guts in your body,
would you ?

PARMETER

{Turning to him.) The woman has to when the man's

wage-earner.

MR. S.

{At the door of sitting-room.) She's wholly dependent.
I'm not. She's been bred in the lap of dependence.
I was chucked out into the world at twenty. It's in

my bones, and it's in yours to keep our ends up. You
come to sift it all through, and it amounts to swank
when I say this house is mine. Still—I suppose we've

all got to swank sometimes.

[The sounds of the piano can be heard again.
Stenning stops just as he is carrying his

coat and bag into sitting-room. Mrs.
Stenning is playing the introduction to

the song which she sang in Act I.)

Listen !

[They listen. She begins to sing.
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PARMETER

What is it ?

MR. S.

{With emotion.) My song.

[He stands there quite still all the time with his

coat over his arm, and his bag in his hand,
till the song is finished, then he turns just
into the sitting-room, putting down his

things and returning into the room, stands

again listening to the faint sounds of

applause from the music-room.

Seemed to like it, didn't they ? {Half to himself.)
Wonder why she sang that ! {Changing his humour.)
Have a good dinner, Freddy ? Lord ! I feel hungry
when I look at that table. I came up thinking I was

going to get dinner here. What did you have ?

PARMETER

Soup—Bortch, I think it was. {He looks on the table

and finds a small menu card.) There you are.

MR. S.

{Reading it as he crosses to the bell) Well, there ought
to be some of this Poulet Milanese left. {He rings the

bell) Who are the four in there ? Wait a minute.
I'll bet I guess. Moody and Mrs. Moody ?

PARMETER

That's a bull's-eye.

MR. S.

Mr. and Mrs. Quantrell ? {Behind table L. of it)
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PARMETER

Miss.

MR. S.

That fellow—Orchardson ?

PARMETER

Miss.

MR. S.

That girl
—oh, what's her name ?

[Enter Giffard. He turns to her.

Giffard, I haven't had any dinner. Will you bring

some of that Poulet Milanese on a tray to my study ?

You needn't trouble to lay the table.

giffard

{In the same somewhat off-hand tone of voice as in the

previous Act) There isn't any left, sir. We finished

it in the kitchen.

MR. S.

Oh ! {He looks at the card again) Cutlets Reforme.

{Looking up) Just let me have a cutlet, then. Make
it hot.

giffard

There were only two left, sir.

MR. s.

Well, one's enough.
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GIFFARD

There aren't any, sir.

MR. S.

{Quietly.) Then what is there ?

GIFFARD

There's some cold beef, sir.

MR. S.

Why didn t you eat that in the kitchen ?

GIFFARD

Madame didn't leave any orders it was to be eaten.

MR. s.

I see. I'll have some cold beef, then. In my study.

GIFFARD

Yes, sir.

[Exit GiFFARD.

PARMETER

{Looking up when she is gone.) She's an impudent
little baggage, isn't she ?

MR. S.

How could you expect her to be civil to me in these

clothes ? They're all snobs. Do you think they haven't

weighed my value in the scale pans in the kitchen—
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weighed it to a penny piece. {Laughing.) What the
dickens does it matter ? {Sits) Mrs. Fry still comes
in down at Chalfont and looks after me, and Mrs. Fry
thinks I'm like a god out of a machine when I pay her
her wages every week. If I minded little things like
that my hair would be going grey by this time. It's

only the essence of things that matters—the in-

destructible spirit—the real and lasting emotions.
These little pin-pricks don't even draw blood. They're
only momentary. What's in Phil's pocket doesn't
canker what's in her heart, and that's what matters.
As long as what I stand for remains permanent in her
mind, why the hell should I worry what they think of
me in her kitchen ? I'm going to have a drop of that

port. {Looks for clean glass. He helps himself.) Well,
who are the other two ? {He drinks.)

PARMETER

Miss Van Ruyon.

MR. s.

Ah, that's the name ! I love the way that kid hero-

worships Phil. That's the one I was going to say.

PARMETER

And Lord Quihampton.

[Stenning slowly lowers his glass and puts it

down again on the table.

MR. S.

{Slowly.) Quite sure ?

PARMETER

Of course—why ?
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MR. S.

{Looking in direction of music-room.) No reason. I

—I didn't know Phil knew him well enough to ask

him to dinner—that's all. Hadn't you better go into

the music-room ? They may come and fetch you, and
I don't want 'em to find me here.

PARMETER

{Throwing away the remainder of his cigar.) Shall I

say you've come back ?

MR. s.

{Definitely.) No—don't say anything about it.

It'll only seem ridiculous my not coming in. I'm just

going to telephone to Bainbridge
—he wanted me to

play golf to-morrow, and I shan't be there. Then I'm

going to my study till they've gone. Go on, old man,
don't bother about me. {He pats him on the shoulder

and Parmeter crosses to door up S.L. He goes out as

Stenning speaks.) Shut the door, will you ?

{Exit Parmeter, closing door.

[For a moment or two Stenning stands at the

table, fingering his wineglass and trying to

realise the truth and significance of what

he has just heard. Pulling himself together,

he drinks the last of his port, and then,

crossing to door down S.R., he exits into

sitting-room. Turns up light.

{Heard from inside room.) Hullo ! Eight
—four—nine

—six—three Victoria—Victoria—thanks,

[The door up S.L. opens and Mrs. Stenning

appears, with Lord Quihampton behind her.
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MRS. S.

{Coming into the room.) 1 expect there's a match
on the table. {She finds a little silver box and hands it

to him.)

LORD Q,

{Striking match and lighting cigar.) Even a cigar
comes to the man who waits.

[She is not looking at him, and as he lights it he

glances at her to see the effect of his words.

MRS. s.

I expect you thought it very fastidious of me.

LORD Q.

Good heavens, no ! Think of the Victorian days—
not that you could with any degree of accuracy

—when
ladies wouldn't allow cigars anywhere because the

smoke got into their curtains. Hang it, you're in your
own house, and if it gets into your throat when you are

prepared to give us all the delight of your singing

MRS. S.

Thank you—well, you put it very nicely. I shall

ask it as a matter of course next time. {As she goes
across to bell on table.) Have you your car here ?

LORD Q.

As a matter of fact, I haven't.

MRS. s.

{Ringing bell.) Then you'll want a taxi. {She holds
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out her hand.) Good-bye. Hope you'll have a good
time in Paris.

LORD Q.

It will be as short as I can make it.

Maid enters.

MRS. s.

Taxi, please.

LORD Q.

Will you be singing in London when I come back ?

MRS. S.

I expect so. Moody makes me work.

LORD Q.

Don't know why you call it work. When you sing
it always seems to me like a bird on a top branch.

There's not much labour or exertion about that. He
can't help himself. Good-bye. I shall come and see

you directly I get back, if I may, and don't be surprised
if occasionally you get a screed from Paris. I believe

I take kindly to letter-writing when the recipient takes

it kindly from me. Good-bye.

{He does not give her time to refuse the vagueness

of his suggestion, hut goes out by S.L. into

the hall. She crosses to table, leaning across

to the orange bowl and re-arranging the

flowers in the water. The sound of a taxi
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whistle can he heard outside. As she looks

up, she sees Stenning standing in the

doorway of the sitting-room.

MRS. s.

{In amazement.) Peter ! When did you come back ?

MR. s.

{Quietly.) Has he gone ?

MRS. s.

{Her tone of voice changing immediately when she

realises the full force of the situation and that she is called

upon to fight for her rights.) You mean Lord Qui-

hampton ?

MR. s.

I don't mean anyone else.

[The taxi whistle is blown again.

MRS. s.

He's out in the hall waiting for a taxi now. I suppose

you've been in there all the time ?

MR. s.

I have.

MRS. S.

Don't you think you might have come out—^might
have let us know ?
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MR. S.

I was telephoning. The number was engaged
—I was

waiting to get through.

MRS. s.

Even so •

MR. S.

Well, and even so. I've told you I've no wish to make
Quihampton's acquaintance.

MRS. s.

You might meet him any time with a friend in the

street—do you mean to say you'd be so foolish as to

refuse to be introduced ?

[The taxi whistle is heard again a little farther

away.

MR. S.

That's not in my house.

MRS. s.

{Slowly.) And mine—Peter ?

MR. s.

Oh—not mine, my dear, in the sense that I pay for it.

You need have no fear I should think that. Only mine
in the sense that I acknowledge it to be my home.
Some time or other I said before that provision is not

the essence of the spirit of marriage. That's all I

mean.
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MRS. S.

So you deliberately stayed in there rather than meet
a friend of mine ?

MR. S.

If he is your friend. I doubt it by what I've heard.

MRS. S.

{With rising antagonism.) You heard.

MR. S.

Oh, yes, I couldn't help it, unless I'd closed my ears,
and I say again, I doubt if he is your friend. Every
word he said had a suggestion behind it.

MRS. S.

{Controlling herself with difficulty.) A suggestion of

what, Peter ?

MR. s.

A suggestion of closer acquaintance, of unwillingly
concealed admiration, of further meetings, of letter-

j

writing—just the suggestions I would have expected
him to make with all the astuteness of a practised hand.

MRS. S.

Do you know you're insulting me, Peter, as no one
has ever insulted me in my life ?

MR. s.

I'm not speaking of you, Phil. I'm determined not
even to think about you. All I'm intimating is that
I won't have that man in this house.
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[Mrs. Stenning faces him one moment with a

direct gaze. It is evident her emotions have

got the better of her, then of a sudden she

turns and walks out of the room up S.L.

and can he heard outside.

MRS. s.

Lord Quihampton—haven't you got your taxi yet ?

{His reply is dimly heard.) Come back into the dining-

room a minute, will you ?

[She returns into the room where in a moment,
in front of table, tense with emotion, she

stands facing Stenning, turning then as

Lord Quihampton appears at the door.

MRS. s.

(C.) My husband's come back unexpectedly from

the country. I wanted you to meet him. He arrived

while we were in the music-room,

LORD Q.

(C. Coming forward and shaking hands with Stenning,
who takes his hand without any show of reluctance.) I'm

just oft to Paris. Your wife was generous enough to

let me hear a couple of songs before I went.

MR. S.

{R.) Are you going for long ?

LORD Q.

P'raps a month—p'raps a week. I don't know. I

was just saying I must come and look you up when I

get back.
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MR. S.

Oh, yes.

MRS. s.

That second song I sang this evening was my
husband's.

LORD Q.

Yes—I believe Moody said something about it at

the time. The first song he'd heard you sing. Very

pretty. Don't wonder he believed he'd made a dis-

covery if you sang it anything like you did to night.

[Maid appears at door S.L.

MAID

The taxi's here, madame.

LORD Q.

I hope we shall see something of you both down in

the country when I get back. Thanks. {Shaking hands

with Mrs. Stenning.) Well, thank you very much

again. {He turns to Stenning and shakes hands with

him.) Good-bye !

(

MR. S.

Good-bye

[Exit Lord Quihampton.

{After a moment's pause, turning to her and looking

directly into her eyes.) That's your answer, Phil ?
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MRS. S.

Yes.

MR. S.

You wish me to think of this house as no more than

the open street ?

MRS. s.

I never said so.

MR. s.

You asked me a little while ago whether I would be

so foolish as to refuse to be introduced to Quihampton
if I met him with a friend. Well, you see I wouldn't
be such a fool.

MRS. S.

What do you mean ?

MR. s.

Simply that you've turned me out into the street by
forcing me to meet him. Do you imagine I regard this

as my home any longer ?

MRS. S.

It's your home, Peter—so long as you stay here. It's

my home, too. I've made it—bit by bit I've made it.

Women are making their way in the world now—
they're able to make homes for themselves.

MR. s.

Yes—you can make your own homes. But do you
know how to protect them once they're yours ?

H
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MRS. S.

I don't understand your arguments. I can look after

myself, and the law protects my home.

MR. s.

{Coming to her and laying his hands on her shoulders.)

Do you think I'm going to lose you—let you go like this.

MRS. s.

{Not responding to the affection in his voice.) There's

no need to lose me, Peter.

MR. s.

Don't you think so ? Don't you think we're perilously
par it nr>w ?near it now ?

[^She looks away as though her mind were settled

in the matter and she had no more to say.

Look at me, Phil ! {He turns her by the shoulders.)

You shall look at me ! I'm not fighting for the rights

of marriage. The rights of marriage be damned. There

are no rights ! There's only love and what in love a

man can give a woman and what in love a woman can

give a man. And there's one thing with all the love in

the world he can't give her.

MRS. S.

Oh

MR. S

He can't give the reins into her hands and he can't

go behind and sit on the box seat. {His voice turns to
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gentleness.) Phil—are you going to speak to that man
again ? Is he going to come to this house ?

MRS. s.

{After a long pause of deliberation at the end of which

pride spurs her to keep to her word.) If it is necessary
—yes.

MR. S.

Right ! Well, then it's not my home. My home is

down at Chalfont, where, being mine, I have the right
to protect it. There you'll find what no amount of

money and no other man can give you in the world but
me. Go back to your guests, Phil—you've kept them
waiting long enough.

\They stand for a moment meeting each other's

eyes—fijially she turns away and exits.

[Exit Mrs. Stenning.

[Stenning stands at the head of the table with

his hands on the back of the chair, staring

before him.

[The Maid enters with a tray.

MR S.

{Slowly becoming conscious of her presence.) What is

it you want, Giffard ?

GIFFARD

To clear away, sir.
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MR. S.

All right
—clear away. {He stands there watching her

in a numbed and senseless way, as she puts the glasses

on the tray.)

CURTAIN



ACT IV





ACT IV

Scene

Same as in Act II.

Time—Afternoon, ten days later.

[As curtain rises, Parmeter is found seated by

fire, reading the paper. He looks up as Maid
enters by door C.

MAID

{Somewhat confused and a little agitated) Madame has

not left her room yet, sir ?

PARMETER

No—^she's lying down.

MAID

She might be asleep.

PARMETER

Probably is—she's singing to-night.

MAID

Yes, sir—I don't like to disturb her.

Ill
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PARMETER

Why, what is it ?

MAID

Mr. Stenning is downstairs, sir. {She makes the

announcement as though it were in the nature of a serious

complication.)

PARMETER

(Jumping up and preparing to go to the door.) Down-
stairs ! Well—didn't you say I was here ? Why didn't

you bring him up ? {He stops before he gets to the door.)

Just tell him I'm upstairs in the music room. {He turns

back to his seat. When he looks round he finds her hesitat-

ing.) What are you hesitating about ?

MAID

I know Madame didn't want to be disturbed, sir.

PARMETER

Well—who's going to disturb her ?

[Maid shrugs her shoulders as she goes out.

[Exit Maid.

[Parmeter watches her exit, then snatches up
his paper in annoyance.

They know ! Of course they know—(pause)
—

every-
thing ! (He looks at his paper—then at the door—then at

the paper.)

[Enter Stenning.
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MR. S.

{Coming across to him.) Hullo, Freddy. They say
Phil's lying down.

PARMETER

Yes—she's singing to-night.

MR. s.

Well—she mustn't be disturbed. Perhaps I can see

her later—can I ? She gets up for tea, doesn't she ?

• PARMETER

Yes.

MR. S.

You can tell her, then—will you ? I'll come back

again later. I can do one or two things for a half-hour

or so. They didn't say you were in. I was just going.
Seems so damn silly leaving a message for your wife—
saying you'll call again.

PARMETER

Oh—that doesn't matter. They know.

MR. S.

What ?

PARMETER

Your going away.

MR. s.

But it's only been ten days so far.
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PARMETER

Never mind—they know. That little female—she

knows what's happening.

MR. s.

I suppose she does. How soon will everyone know ?

Oh—it's no good saying to you—am I doing right ? To
begin with, you're her brother. You'd be an anaemic

spirit if your blood weren't thicker than water.

PARMETER

Getting cold feet ?

MR. s.

Have to shov'em into mustard and hot water some-
times.

PARMETER

I think she takes a dose of that occasionally,

MR. s.

(Eagerly.) Does she ?

PARMETER

{Not SO convincingly) Well—you know what women
are like—sharp as needles. She doesn't let on.

MR. s.

Seems happy ?

PARMETER

Seems. Of course she still {Looks at Stenning.)
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MR. S.

{Interrupting.) Don't tell me anything. I don't want
to know. Do you think I don't realise how she's up
against it ? The damnable part of it is that one can't

fight these battles of life and death with the blinds

down ! Everybody gets to know ! Everybody gathers
rovind ! Everybody talks !

PARMETER

Well—it looks odd—doesn't it ? You down at

Chalfont. She up here.

MR. s.

{Bitterly.) Looks odd that 1 don't live on her money !

The shining equivalent ! Remarkably odd to some

people ! It takes a big man to live on a woman's money,
Freddy. I'm just the ordinary individual. I can't

carry it off. But it won't look so odd when I go away.

PARMETER

Where ?

MR. s.

America.

PARMETER

What for ?

MR. S.

I've just got the commission to write the music for

a big theatrical production out there.
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PARMETER

Well— that's fine! Your chance at last. But she

could go with you to America. Moody was talking
about her going over there only the other day.

MR. S.

That seems to be the general idea of a successful

married life.

PARMETER

What?

MR. S.

Proximity. You'll marry one of these days, Freddy,
and then you'll learn that a roof and four walls don't

make a home—^whoever builds them. Look here—I

don't want you to tell her anything about this. Let
me tell her. I just want to see the effect it has on her.

Don't say I've been here, or if she hears—don't say that

I'm coming back. I shall know, the moment I've said

it—I shall know where I am. {He moves to door, looking
at his watch.) It's half-past three. I'll be back before

half-past four. I shall just come up.

PARMETER

I'm going out at four.

MR. S.

{At the door.) Well—if you don't see her, it's all right .

She won't know. So long.

[Exit Stenning.
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[Parmeter stands for a moment looking ajter

him. In despair of understanding married

life, he picks up his paper again. He looks

up as Maid enters.

[Enter Maid with tea things.

PARMETER

I didn't ring for tea.

MAID

Madame rang, sir. She told me to lay it in the music

room.

PARMETER

Oh. {He returns to his paper as Maid lays out the tea

things. Sits on couch.)

[Exit Maid.

[Parmeter is reading his paper as Mrs. Sten-

NESTG enters by door S.R.

[Enter Mrs. Stenning.

[She is dressed in a charming afternoon tea gown.

Closing the door behind her, she crosses to

the fire.

PARMETER

[Looking up.) Are you tired ?

MRS. s.

[Acting her indifference.) Why should I be tired?
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PARMETER

{Watching her.) Worrying ?

MRS, s,

{With courage to conceal her state of mind.) No— not

particularly.

PARMETER

{Rising and hack to fire. With an impulse taking the

matter into his hands.) Why don't 3'ou go down to

Chalfont one day and see Peter ?

MRS. s.

{Roused to her pride.) What good would that do ?

PARMETER

He'd understand. It 'ud show him.

Show him what ?

MRS. s.

PARMETER

{Now wishing he had not tackled the subject.) Well—
you don't think he means that he expects you to live

down there— do you ?

MRS. S.

He's said that's his home—that I'll find him there.

PARMETER

Yes—find him, but
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MRS. S.

Oh—perhaps. I don't suppose he's so ridiculous as

all that. But why should I humiliate myself ? It

would be humiliation, Freddy
—

admitting that he could

arrange my life just as he chose.

PARMETER

My dear Phil—he only interfered that once.

MRS. s.

Yes—he might have done a thousand other things
and I wouldn't have minded. But to suggest I couldn't

take care of myself
—that I was one of those flimsy-

minded women who allow themselves to be compromised
with a man like Quihampton.

PARMETER

You do admit he's a bad lot ?

MRS. s.

I don't know about a bad lot. He's got no morals

perhaps
—with the women who don't want morals from

him. Does Peter suppose Fm one of those ? Shouldn't

it have been enough for Peter to trust that I loved him ?

PARMETER

{Gladly.) Well—if you love him, I don't see why you
can't swallow your pride and go down to Chalfont. {Sits.)

MRS. s.

And admit that he can determine the choice of my
friends ? Surely if Fve made my life, I can make my
friends ? Love's a funny thing, Freddy. There's a lot
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of pride in it. It's not all lyrical. We all learn to love

ourselves a little bit more when we love someone else.

What's the good of pretending we don't—pretending
love's a poem when we know it's prose ? It needn't

be any the less wonderful because it doesn't rhyme.

PARMETER

Anyhow, before all this, you only loved Peter, my dear.

With all his music and his ambitions and his love for his

work, you thought him no end.

MRS. s.

I suppose you mean success has spoiled me. How
you men stick together. [Laughing.) Well—perhaps
we do too. I know there isn't a woman who wouldn't
understand just what I feel. It's the suggestion that

my love and my character were not strong enough to

keep me from being compromised with Quihampton.
Wouldn't any woman resent that ? However much she

loved, wouldn't she ? I can keep him at arm's length.
I don't need Peter's protection to do that. I've seen
a lot of him since Peter's been away—quite a lot.

PARMETER

There's no need to tell me that.

MRS. s.

You needn't say it like that, Freddy. My goodness,
what moralists men are about their women folk !

They're like Sunday school teachers. He's coming to

tea this afternoon. Of course I can see the sort of man
he is—but there's always a point beyond which the

worst man daren't go so long as a woman knows her

own mind. Oh—I'll show Peter I can keep myself
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without compromise like any woman who's got self-

respect. And I'll do it without his protection.

PARMETER

Well, don't let him come to tea this afternoon.

MRS. S.

Why not ?

PARMETER

{Just about to tell her about Peter.) Just
—don't.

Say you're going to lie down. Put him off. Let him see

he's not wanted always. It'll do him good. That'll

keep him at arm's length if you like.

MRS. S.

{As Freddy rises to his feet, looking at his watch.)
You're going to be here, aren't you ?

PARMETER

No—I've got to be in Cockspur Street at four. {Rises.)

MRS. S.

{Smiling.) I see—and think I ought not to be left

alone. You're aU alike—aU of you. You're the same
as Peter. What is it men know about men that makes
them want to lock up their goods and chattels whenever

they go out of the house.

PARMETER

{Moving to door.) If you weren't so well off, Phil,

you'd have the key of the pantry hanging round your
I
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waist and you wouldn't be asking why things had to be

locked up.

MRS. S.

(Emotionally.) No ! That's it ! That's all of it.

If I were dependent
—

slavishly dependent for every little

thing I wanted—then I should have to submit. That's

what love comes to when you bring it down to arguments.
You notice the absence of rhyme—don't you ? But
women who think like that are getting old-fashioned

now. Women don't sell themselves like they used to.

They've got something else to do in the world.

PARMETER

{Coming back and putting both hands on her shoulders.)

Look here, old girl, once upon a time—only a little while

ago when you lived at Chalfont—you had the sweetest

disposition in the world. Everything was for Peter and

you were happier than you've ever been since. It's no

good telling me you're different at heart—I don't believe

it. The greatest success can't fundamentally alter a

person's nature like that. What you want is something
to shake you up—fairly shake you up, and show you
life as it is and not as a little money can make it for you.

{He squeezes her arm and turns away.)

MRS. s.

Is that all you think it is ? Money ?

PARMETER

{Just as he goes out of the door, he turns back.) You're

not going to see him—arc you ? You can be lying down.
He knows you're singing to-night.
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[She does not answer, and with a last look at her,

he goes out.

[Exit Parmeter.

[Left alone, Mrs. S. thinks over what has been

said. Her brother's attitude has annoyed Iter.

In a recklessness of mood, she crosses to the

piano, sitting down and playing one chord

after another indicative of her state of mind.

[Enter Giffard with tea.

MAID (giffard).

Lord Quihampton is downstairs, Madame. Shall I

show him up ?

MRS. S.

{Striking a softer chord, indicating her hesitation, pausing
and then striking another with a firm and determined touch.)
Yes—say I'm just going to have tea. (Maid places teapot,

etc., on tray and goes out.)

[Exit Maid.

[Mrs. S. stands up from the piano and crosses

slowly to chair by tea table, R. of table. She
stands a moment looking at her reflection in

mirror over fire-place, then, with an abrupt
laugh, conveying her thought of how little they
understand her and her ability to protect

herself, she sits down.

[Enter Maid.

MAID

Lord Quihampton.
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Enter Lord Quihampton

[Exit Maid.

LORD Q.

{Crossing to Mrs. S. and shaking hands.) Had your
rest ? {He continues holding her hand.)

MRS. s.

Just a couple of hours. Sit you down. {Her mood
and manner are encouraging. She becomes the woman of

great charm who has captured her public.)

lord q.

{Releasing her hand and sitting down on couch.) Do you
sleep any of that time ?

MRS. S.

{Beginning to pour out tea.) Generally I do.

lord q.

Not to-day.

MRS. s.

{Looking up as she fills his cup and hands it to him.)

Why do you suppose that ?

lord q.

Mayn't I suppose things about you ?

MRS. s.

{Smiling
—amused at the little time he wastes in concen-
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trating the conversation upon herself) Why not—if it

amuses you ?

[The amenities of the tea table can he left to

production in this scene.

LORD Q.

I don't know about amusement. {Pause in which he

looks at her with admiration.) You're always very
guarded.

MRS. S.

Am I?

LORD Q.

Very. You make me feel as though life were a

challenge between a man and a woman—as though,
when I come into a room and meet you, I were coming
into the lists. When the maid said my name just now
it was like a man-at-arms announcing a combatant.
I felt I was coming to the attack.

MRS. S,

{Laughing.) You say very foolish things sometimes.
Don't you ever feel the inclination to talk sensibly about
sensible things ?

LORD Q.

Well—I should call that sensible. It's quite true.

Isn't what you've said just now a stroke to disarm me.
If I didn't parry it, I should look a fool, unhorsed for

foUy. So I ward off your blow. I beat it away—with
the truth. It is true. You can't deny it. You always
hold me in conflict. You're on your guard.
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{He looks at her straightly. She meets his glance
and then, in the pause, with excellent

simulation, turns her attention to the tea

table.)

Shall I tell you why ?

MRS. S.

{Smiling easily.) You can, if you like.

LORD Q.

May I smoke ?

MRS. S.

Certainly.

LORD Q.

{As he lights a cigarette.) Well—you've heard I have

an unenviable reputation. {He speaks very naturally
—

not looking at her.) That I'm not what you call one of

those—safe men. You've heard my name associated

with this woman and that and, like all scandal, of course

you believe it. There's no fun in listening to scandal

you don't believe. That's why it is, whenever you meet

me you're
—"

en garde, Madame !

"—isn't that true ?

MRS. S.

{Looking at him questioningly ,
then frankly .) It's very

candid.

LORD Q.

Isn't it true ?
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MRS. S.

Quite.

LORD Q.

I thought so. It's a sweet world. They never seem
to take into consideration that there are dangerous
women as well as dangerous men and that, however bad a

man may be, he is powerless against the intrinsic good
of a good woman.

MRS. s.

{Feeling a moment of confidence in him because of his

candour and his opinions.) Of course he is.

LORD Q.

Then why be on your guard against me ?

MRS. s.

You think I'm one of the safe women ?

LORD Q.

Absolutely.

MRS. s.

[Smiling.) I suspect that of being uncompHmentary
from you.

LORD Q.

On the contrary, I never found as much pleasure in

any woman's compan)^ as I do in yours.
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MRS. S.

Perhaps you resent what you call my guarded attitude,
and that intrigues you.

LORD Q.

Or perhaps, having found a woman it would be an
insult to make love to, I'm glad to be able to look up
to her.

MRS. S.

{Rising and going towards piano.) That being so—
may I ask you something ? {She sits down, letting her

fingers wander idly over the keys.)

LORD Q.

Certainly.

MRS. S.

Why have you been making love to me all this time ?

LORD Q.

{Rising, crossing to piano and leaning on it, looking at

her as she plays.) Is that what I've been doing, in your
opinion ?

MRS. s.

I'm sure of it.

LORD Q.

Well—that being so—may I ask you something ?
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MRS. S.

{Stopping playing.) Certainly.

LORD Q.

Why have you let me ?

MRS. S.

{For one moment losing her self-possession, hut regaining
it the next moment ivith laughter.) Are you as candid as

this with every woman you talk to ?

LORD o.

I don't think there are many women who like candour.

They don't understand it. It—as you might say
—ruffles

their hair— it takes the powder o^ their nose.

MRS. S.

You think I like it ?

LORD Q.

Yes. Your complexion will stand it.

MRS. s.

Why are you treating me to flattery now ?

LORD Q.

I'm getting a different impression of you.

MRS. S.

(Smiling.) That's interesting.
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LORD Q.

Very.

MRS. s.

You imagine I do like being made love to ?

LORD Q.

It's more than imagination. Would you be human
if you didn't? Isn't that the eternal adventure that

gives a zest to everything ?

MRS. S.

Don't you think a woman can find a suf&cient zest

in her home and her work ?

LORD Q.

Do you ?

MRS. S.

I imagine so.

LORD Q.

Then why am I here ?

MRS. S.

Perhaps you can tell me that, since you came.

LORD Q.

Well— it amuses you.

MRS. s.

Oh—quite. I admit it.
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LORD Q.

The element of risk ?

MRS. S.

Perhaps.

LORD Q.

You don't quite know what's going to happen next.

MRS. S.

Oh—don't I ? Do you ?

LORD Q.

I confess I don't. For example—when I came in this

afternoon and heard that challenging sound of my name,
I never knew I was going to be talking to you like this.

But since j^ou've allowed me to

MRS. S.

{Interrupting.) Allowed ^

LORD Q.

Haven't you ?

MRS. s.

[Realising the fact and her intention.) Perhaps I have.

Yes— I admit it. 1 have.

LORD Q.

Well—I don't know what's going to happen next. Do
you ?
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MRS. S.

I think so.

What?

LORD Q.

I'm going to-

MRS. S.

What?

LORD Q.

MRS. S.

Sing you a song that was sent me the other day.

(She gets the music.)

LORD Q.

There you are—on your guard again. That disarms
me utterly. I can't parry that.

MRS. s.

1 shouldn't have thought anything would have put
you out of countenance.

LORD Q.

Not your singing ? Don't you know I'd go anywhere
to hear you sing ? [Intensely.) What is it that happens
when a certain note of music breaks a glass in a room ?

Some tremendous vibration of sympathy ?

MRS. s.

Why not discord ?
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LORD Q.

There's not much to choose between emotions when

they're strong enough. Go on—^sing. I'll go out of the

lists and lie on a hill-side and watch a lark soaring.

MRS. S.

{For the first time taken off her guard hy the intensity of
his admiration.) I didn't know you felt that about

my singing.

LORD Q.

Didn't you ? Well—don't let's analyse it. Sing.

I met my love in Deepdale Glen
Where never fall the feet of men—
The sundew was in blossom then
Beside the mountain water.

O early morn that saw our tryst !

O brows of day by sunrise kissed !

Her blush was clad in wreaths of mist
When in my arms I caught her.

The early morning sky was clear

And nothing but my love was near—
God sent me there to find my dear
And lose her never after.

O sweet brown hair about my eyes !

O parted lips in dumb surprise !

When love leans down and faints and dies

And wakes in lovers' laughter.

[He moves to a seat a little at her back. After
she has finished the first verse, she glances at

him. He is sitting with one hand over his

face, listening in rapt attention. Towards

the end of the last verse he stands up looking

at her in a tensity of emotion, and while she

plays the concluding bars of the accompani-

ment, moves with evident intention behind
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her. Having struck the last chord, she looks

up and hack over her shoulder.

LORD Q.

{Suddenly bending over her and taking her hands so

that she is quite powerless in his grasp, and in the first

moment is too amazed to struggle, so that there is an instant's

reason for him to think she is complacent.) You wonderful

thing ! What did God give you a voice like that for ?

Hadn't he given you enough besides ?

MRS. s.

{Making herfirst effort to get free and beginning to realise

her powerlessness.) What are you doing ?

LORD Q.

Doing ? What have you wanted me to do ? {As
she struggles, he holds her head in the elbow of his arm so

that her face is turned up towards his.) I thought what I

said when I first came. I thought you were always on

your guard. You didn't take long to show me you
weren't—-did you ? {Stiddenly he kisses her.) That's

what you've wanted—isn't it ?

MRS. S.

{In anger and disgust as she struggles.) Oh !

LORD Q,

{As he looks down at her.) You're not like a lot of them,
are you—frightened when they've got what they've been

asking for ?

MRS. s.

{Struggling ineffectually.) Let me go !
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LORD Q.

Why should I let you go ? What's the use of struggling—why don't you let me kiss you ? Haven't there been

kisses behind every word we've said ? Weren't you
singing kisses to me ? D'you think I didn't hear them ?

What are you afraid of ? Your husband's not here.

{She makes a sudden move) Oh—-yes. I know that.

I know he left this place after that dinner party.

MRS. S.

That's a lie.

LORD Q.

(Smiling.) Oh, no it isn't. Well—if he's left you—
what's it matter. If you want kisses, why not take

them ? I don't want to steal them from you.

MRS. s.

{After a slight pause, realising that she cannot free

herself.) Let me go
—

you're hurting me—I can't think

what I'm doing like this—can I ? {Gently.) Please—
there's no need to be brutal—is there ? Please.

{She struggles an instant and then lies still in his

arms as he kisses her. Then he sets her free.

MRS. S.

{Rising to her feet, automatically arranging her hair, but

standing away from him, her nostrils dilated with her

emotion of hatred.) You—^beast ! {She moves towards

the bell.)

LORD Q.

{Moving towards her.) What are you going to do ?
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MRS. S.

What d'you think I'm going to do ? Do you expect
me to remain alone with a man who can only use his

strength when he's dealing with a woman ? If you've

got any respect at all you'll save me the trouble of

ringing the bell—and go.

LORD Q.

You've robbed me nicely
—haven't you ?

MRS. s.

Robbed you ? Of what ?

LORD Q.

Well—you were in my hands just now—weren't you ?

And haven't you asked to be there ? Weren't you asking
when you sang that song ? Did I ever hear a woman
ask more wonderfully than that ? What's there to

astonish you in a man's strength, when you've asked for

it ? What's there to be afraid of ? Why, you're

trembling with fear ?

MRS. s.

(Abruptly.) Are you going to save me from ringing
the bell and making a scene of it ?

[At the end of this sentence the door opens and
Stenning enters, standing there watching
them. She is too engrossed with what she

is saying to notice his entrance.

[Enter Stenning.
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LORD Q.

(Easily.) Hullo ! (Stenning stands in the doorway
looking at both of them, making no reply.)

MRS. s.

{Endeavouring to reach a natural note in her voice.)
This is good-bye, then, Lord Quihampton. {She does
not hold out her hand.)

LORD Q.

Yes—if I'm going abroad, I shan't see you for some
time. {He goes towards Stenning nonchalantly to shake

hands.) I've just been hearing the most wonderful
new song.

MR. s.

{Looking directly in Quihampton's face.) It's the
last you'll hear. Do you understand that ? If I see

you at any concert where my wife is singing I'll take

you out into the street and thrash you. Have you got
the gist of that ?

LORD Q.

{Savagely.) I hear what you say. {Going towards

Stenning.)

MRS. s.

{As Stenning holds him a moment longer.) Peter !

MR. s.

Would you like me to come downstairs with you ?

{He says it quietly but fully meaning he is prepared to

give him satisfaction if he wishes to take it.)

K
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LORD Q.

I can find my way, thank you.

[Stenning stands aside, holding the door for
him to pass out.

[Exit QUIHAMPTON.

MR. S.

{Closing the door and turning with an effort of quietness

to his wife.) I'm sorry. You'd managed him skilfully

enough without me. There was no need for me to

behave like a jealous fool, talking about thrashing and
all that sort of nonsense. I don't know what he's been

saying to you. But you see what happens
—don't you ?

MRS. s.

{Still dazed from her experience of the last few minutes,

yet still trying through silence to hold to her pride against

the overwhelming realisation that he has mastered the

man who mastered her.) What has happened ?

MR. s.

How do I know ? Except that in your voice as you
said good-bye just then I got a pretty clear impression
that you were showing him the door. Were you ?

MRS. s.

I don't expect I shall see him again. I certainly
don't

MR. s.

{With an uncontrolable instant of passionate jealousy .)

What's he been saying to you ? {He finds her looking
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at him with bewilderment which he reads in her eyes to

he at his own behaviour. He pulls himself tip.) Of course,
I've got no right to question you now. {He turns away.)
I'm behaving Hke a young fool.

MRS. s.

{With emotion which he does not understand.) This is

what you meant by protection ?

MR. s.

{With a short laugh of bitterness in disgust with

himself.) Mighty lot of protection it'ud have been
for you, wouldn't it, if he'd had any kick in him—if he
had accepted my invitation and the public had got to

hear about it. I shouldn't have protected you from

that, should I ? Oh, you were quite right. You can
look after yourself and the law protects your home.

MRS. s.

{Forcing quietness into her voice so that her pride need
not be absolutely humiliated.) What do you mean by
all this, Peter ?

MR, s.

{Bitterly.) I don't know that I mean anything but
what's obvious in the facts. You've realised that what
I first said about that man here in this room was right,
haven't you ? {Pause.) Oh, I don't want to ask any
questions. I don't want to know what he said—I've no

right. I gave that up when I went to Chalfont. You
don't want him in the house anyhow, do you ?

MRS. s.

No.
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MR. S.

Yes. Well, something's gone all wrong with the
world. I don't know what it is, but it seems to me the
whole idea of marriage is tainted with revolution. The
spirituality has gone out of it. Men don't give the
best of themselves to make a success of it—women
don't care if it fails. They've come into an independence—that's what's happened. They've got their rights and
lost their hearts. The home used to be a kingdom—
now it's becoming a damned republic. The sooner I

get out to America and make my way the better.

(Startled.) America !

MRS. s.

MR. s.

Yes—I've got my chance at last. I've been offered
a commission to write the music for a big theatrical

production in New York. They want me out there.
I'm going next week. I just came for a few things I'd
left behind. I'll go downstairs now and get them.

MRS. s.

{Too dazed to plead with him.) Are you going back to

Chalfont, then ?

MR. s.

Yes—in a few minutes. There's a train at five-thirty.
{He moves to the door.)

MRS. s.

{Fighting with herself not to break down.) How long
are you going to be in America ?
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MR. S.

{Opening the door.) Depends on how I get on. It's

the best chance I've had—I've got to take it. {He
turns abruptly and goes out.) Try and forget what
a fool I made of myself

—if you can. {Shutting the door.)

[Exit Stenning.

[Mrs. Stenning sits at the piano, staring after

him, on the verge of tears. She is fighting
with her pride.

MRS. s.

{Beating her hands together.) Call him back. What's

your pride matter now ! {She rises to her feet and goes
to the door, opening it and listening, pride still with her.)

Peter !

MR. S.

{In the distance—eagerly.) Hullo !

MRS. s.

{With an effort.) Can you find what you want ?

MR. s.

{In the distance.) Yes, thanks.

{She stands at the door a moment wrestling with

her pride.

MRS. s.

Can I help you ?
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MR. S.

{After a pause.) No—it's all right,

[^She turns away from the door with the tears

rising to her throat and slowly crosses to the

piano. Suddenly she begins to play the

opening bars of his song in the first act and

with tears in her voice begins to sing it.

Give me a voice to sing with
On a grey day—

Like that thrush in the holly
Sweet and gay.

{After a moment Stenning appears in the

doorway,

MR. S.

Was there any need to play that—just now—just

when

[Her voice breaks down into tears and she bends

forward on the piano imth her face in her

hands.

(Hurrying forward and taking her hands from her face.)

What is it, Phil ? What is it ?

MRS. s.

{Tearfully.) Oh, my dear ! It isn't a republic.

[He holds his arms about her and turns her face

up to his.

CURTAIN
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